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A strength simulation program for trusses and truss systems was also developed.

The correlated lumber strength properties were generated using a multivariate normal

approach to preserve the correlation between properties. Failure modes examined in this

project included wood member failure and joint failure. Joint failure criteria were based

on the experimental strengths of heel joints, bottom-chord-tension-splice joints and web

at the bottom chord joints from the literature.

This study provided a practical approach to model MPC trusses and truss systems.

Predictions for truss deflections, strengths, member internal forces, and load-sharing

agree with the experimental results. Through strength simulations, it was found that the

predominant failure mode for simulated 3:12 and 6:12 slope, 28-foot-span trusses is heel

joint failure, and if a weakest-link theory is used, no strength increase was observed for

trusses inside of truss systems, but significant load-sharing was found for localized

single truss loading.
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A PRACTICAL APPROACH TO MODEL THE BEHAVIOR
OF A METAL-PLATE-CONNECTED WOOD TRUSS SYSTEM

1. INTRODUCTION

Metal-plate-connected (MPC) trusses are widely used in light-frame construction.

MPC trusses have traditionally been designed based on a tributary load distribution. In a

uniformly loaded roof system, a tributary load distribution assumes that each truss in the

roof assembly is subjected to a load proportional to the tributary area (truss spacing

multiplied by truss span) of the truss. A simplified truss design method treats the ends of

each truss member (at joints) as either pinned or rigid depending on the continuity of the

member. Usually a truss member end is treated as rigid when the member is continuous

through the joint, such as top and bottom chord members over web joints, or pinned

where the member is connected with other members at the joint, such as web joints and

bottom chord tension-splice joints. Also, the simplified design method involves designing

a single truss for all of the trusses with the same tributary area for the entire truss system,

thereby ignoring the system behavior in an assembly. This simplified design method

ignores several factors that may influence the behavior of trusses and truss systems, as

follows.

First, the simplification ignores the load distribution by roof sheathing from limber

trusses to stiffer trusses and the partial composite action that exists between top-chord

members and the sheathing. Although the current National Design Specification (NDS
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1991) does allow for a 15% increase for bending strength if repetitive member provisions

are met (such as not less than three members with spacing not more than 24 inches on

center), the expected strength increases for tension and compression are not allowed in

the current design method.

Second, the semi-rigidity provided by the MPC connections, with the effects of

shear, axial and rotational slip, is also ignored. Gupta's (1990) study reported that the

predicted maximum deflection for a 5:12 slope, 28-foot-span MPC Fink truss using a

semi-rigid joint model was 34% higher than that from the current design model without

the consideration of semi-rigidity. The joint semi-rigidity also has an effect on the internal

force distributions, especially on the bending moment distribution for an MPC truss (King

and Wheat 1987).

Third, one generally ignores the finite member sizes and joint eccentricities that

exist in MPC trusses. Members are treated as lines coinciding with the member centroidal

axes and all members connecting at a joint are considered to intersect at an identical

point. This differs from the real structure for some joint configurations, for example,

web members are shorter than idealized since they frame into the sides of the chord

members, and the top chord and bottom chord members do not intersect at the support

points but are offset some distance from the support points along the bottom chord.

These differences between the current design model and an actual truss may produce some

inaccuracies in analyzing the structure. For example, web members do not have bending

moments if they are analyzed as pin-ended elements by the current design method, but



there are in fact bending moments due to the partial rigidity at the ends of the web

members.

The study of the structural characteristics of MPC trusses and truss systems by

including these factors may not only result in a better understanding of the system

behavior of roof trusses, but may also lead to a potential improvement in the current

design practice. Computer models are needed to study the structural characteristics of

trusses and truss systems. In this project, a widely-used structural analysis program,

ETABS (Habibullah 1995) is used to model MPC trusses and truss systems.

The main objective of this research was to provide a practical approach to model

trusses and truss assemblies by using a commercial program which is available to

practicing engineers and to investigate the system performance ofmetal-plate-connected

roof truss assemblies with plywood sheathing.

The project involved three phases. The first phase involved the development of

models for trusses and truss systems using a commerically available program, ETABS.

The models were developed considering semi-rigidities of MPC truss joints, load-sharing

and partial composite action of MPC truss systems, and joint eccentricity. In the second

phase, the predicted structural behavior (deflections, member internal forces, strengths

and load-sharing) of trusses and truss systems were verified against experimental results,-

from the literature. In t4 third phase, Monte-Carlo simulations were conducted by

developing a computer program SSRT (Simulation of Semi-rigid Roof Trusses, coded in

the C programming language) which uses ETABS (Habibullah 1995) as one of its

subroutines. Simulations of individual trusses inside and outside of roof truss systems

3



were conducted to study strength characteristics of MPC truss systems for different

simulated loadings. Thus, costly and time-consuming full-scale testing could be replaced

by far less expensive computer simulations to examine system effects for wood roof truss

systems.

4



2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Actual Truss and Truss System Tests

Twelve 28-foot-span Fink trusses, made of Southern Pine No.2, for both 3:12

and 6:12 slope, were tested to failure by Wolfe et al. (1986) to find the load-displacement

relationships and the strengths of metal-plate-connected trusses. It was found that all

tested trusses showed linear deflection performance up to twice the design load and only

slight deviations from linearity up to three times the design load. This experimental result

indicates that a linear model would be reasonably accurate in predicting the behavior of

MPC trusses at these load levels.

Two series of full-scale roof truss assemblies were tested by Wolfe and McCarthy

(1989) and Wolfe and LaBissoniere (1991) at the Forest Products Lab (FPL), Madison,

Wisconsin. The first series focused on the structural performance of truss assemblies with

high stiffness variability and the second series emphasized low truss-stiffness variability as

in conventional construction. Each series included two nine-truss assemblies of 28-foot

span, one with a top-chord pitch of 3:12 and the other 6:12. In the first series the lumber

was selected to represent a wide range in stiffness for Southern Pine No. 2 with 16-gauge

metal-connection-plates (MCP) on critical joints to force the failure to occur

predominantly in the wood members and to provide a slightly exaggerated representation

of how relative truss stiffness affects load distribution within an assembly. In the second

series a previously failed truss sheathed with plywood was used as a gable end in each

assembly to investigate the influence of a partition wall. The truss assemblies were

5
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sheathed with 15/32-inch-thick plywood installed using 6d common nails spaced 6 inches

on center on the perimeter. For the first series, MCP were 16-gauge (thicker) at the

critical joints and 20-gauge at the other joints. Failure modes observed for trusses tested

both inside and outside assemblies were predominately wood-related failures in the first

series. In the first series, the system failure for 3:12 roof assemblies immediately followed

the first truss failure, while for 6:12 roof assemblies initial failure did not define the

assembly load capacity. For the second series the majority of failures for 3:12 trusses

were due to combined bending and tension failures in the bottom chord, while for the

6:12 trusses failures were exclusively the result of tension pullouts at the connections.

King and Wheat (1987) tested nine metal-plate-connected, parallel-chord trusses

with three different configurations under uniform load. Detailed measurements including

the strain gauge locations, the modulus of elasticity (MOE) of all members and the size

of each metal plate were made, and the deflections, axial forces and bending moments

were recorded for all trusses so that they could be used for verification of an MPC truss

model. King and Wheat found that load-deflection and load-member axial force curves

for all trusses were linear up to the design load.

2.2 Metal-Plate-Connected Joints

An accurate analysis of an MPC truss requires a realistic representation of the

partial fixity provided by the metal-plate-connected joints. Pinned or rigid joint models

can not fully characterize the behavior of MPC joints by ignoring the semi-rigidity, and a
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more accurate connection model is needed in order to take into account the load-slip

behavior of MPC joints.

Many variables affect the strength and stiffness of MPC joints. These variables

include size and number of teeth, plate orientation, lumber grain orientation, specific

gravity, moisture content and pressing forces used to attach MCP to wood members. In

general, strength and stiffness increase with specific gravity and decrease with moisture

content (Suddarth et al. 1979).

A number of researchers have studied the mechanics of truss plate joint

performance. Foschi (1977b) developed a model to relate joint performance to plate

orientation with respect to grain orientation of the wood members and the direction of the

applied load. The Foschi (1977b) model considered truss-plate yielding as a result of the

compressive or tensile strength of the metal plate being exceeded. The stiffness provided.

by the truss plate is evaluated as a function of the number of teeth in the connection. The

metal plate itself is modeled as two separate parts connected to each other through special

links. The links represent the part of the plate actually crossing the joint between different

members. Deformations of these links are evaluated using load-deformation

characteristics of the metal plate in tension, compression and shear. In this manner the

eccentric load effect and the nonlinear load-slip behavior of toothed metal-plate joints can

be included to predict truss stiffness.

Suddarth and Wolfe (1984) modeled MPC joints by inserting short fictitious

members between the actual truss members to approximate partial fixity of the

connections. "Fictitious member" is a term used to describe a member that does not
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correspond to an actual member in a structure but is used to model semi-rigid connections.

It is rigidly connected to nodes at both ends and artificial member properties are input so

as to simulate the axial and rotational stiffness of the connection that the fictitious member

is modeling. This method is coded in a program called Purdue Plane Structures Analyzer

II (PPSAII) (Suddarth and Wolfe 1984).

Gupta (1990) tested tension splice joints, web at the bottom chord joints and heel

joints of MPC trusses. The strengths of web at bottom chord joints and heel joints were

found to be well represented by a normal distribution. Using the direct stiffness method,

the element stiffness matrix was modified to consider rotational and axial stiffnesses of the

connection. The joint axial and rotational stiffnesses were obtained experimentally from

the mean values of the slopes from load-deflection and moment-rotation curves in the

linear range. For simplicity, two members framing into one heel joint were considered to

have the same rotational stiffness in this model. The model is coded in the program

SIMRED (Gupta 1990)

Mtenga (1991) modeled each plate-wood contact area of the semi-rigid joint using

three springs having no physical dimensions which represent shear, axial and moment

resistance. These springs were nonlinear and assumed to be concentrated at the center of

'gravity of the plate-wood contact area and connected by rigid links to a wood element

node and a plate master node which was located arbitrarily somewhere near the center of

the metal plate. The spring stiffnesses were derived based on the experimental load-slip

characteristics of the plate tooth-wood connection. Joint eccentricity was included by -

locating these zero-length springs at the center of gravity of each plate - wood contact
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area. Unlike Foschi's (1977b) model, the complexity was reduced through the

introduction of the lumped springs.

Sasaki and Takemura (1990) proposed a non-linear analysis of metal-plate-

connected wood trusses where the load-displacement relationships for shear, axial force

and bending moment of MPC joints were experimentally established using the following

equations:

F (6 ) = (mo + 6)[1- EXP{-k (6 + abb ) / mo (2.1)

K = dF (6) /d6 (2.2)

where F is a generic load, 6 is displacement, k is the initial stiffness, m1 is the

stiffness at large slip, mo is the intercept of the asymptote with slope ml, a and b are the

experimental best-fit parameters, and K is the stiffness for the semi-rigid joint.

To include the effect of different orientations of the metal plate with respect to the

wood members, Sasaki and Takemura (1990) tested five specimens for each combination

of 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90 degrees of orientation angle of plate axis with respect

to load in pure shear, axial and bending loading. The values of the mo, ml, k, a and b

parameters were then determined from the experimentally obtained load-slip curves. The

semi-rigid stiffness properties, obtained from equation (2.2) were used in the element

stiffness matrix. Non-linear analysis was conducted as follows: 1) each connection of the

truss was assumed rigid to calculate the member forces. If the calculated member force at

any joint was larger than the corresponding maximum capacity of the joint, the calculation

was stopped; 2) by using a subroutine program, the semi-rigid stiffnesses for each
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member were calculated from the member forces obtained at step 1. Using the calculated

stiffnesses, the truss was analyzed again and a new set of stiffnesses was obtained.

Calculations continued each time the stiffnesses were changed until the changes of all

nodal displacements were less than 0.004 inches (0.01cm) between two consecutive

calculations. The advantage of this approach is that the semi-rigid properties of MPC

joints can be taken into account without using the empirical Hankinson's (NDS 1991)

formula. The calculated load-deflection relationships for the trusses agreed well with test

results.

King and Wheat (1987) studied the effects of specific gravity of wood members,

the gaps between the plate and the connected members as well as the plate-wood contact

area. They used specific gravity factors and plate-wood gap factors to modify the joint

stiffnesses. The specific gravity factors were determined for each web-chord connection

based on the specific gravity of the connected members relative to the average specific

gravity for all the members in a given truss. If the specific gravity for a connected member

was the same as the average for the trusses, no change in joint stiffness was made,

whereas if the specific gravity was above or below the average, the joint stiffness was

increased or decreased accordingly (linearly). A similar method was used to include the

influence of plate-wood gaps on connection stiffness. The measured gaps from both sides

of an MPC joint were used in calculating plate-wood gap factors for each web-chord

connection. King and Wheat (1987) concluded that the plate-wood gaps and connected

member specific gravity did not significantly influence predicted truss deflection, bending

moments and axial forces.



2.3 Load-Sharin2 and Composite Action

The National Association of Home Builders (1975) tested two typical residential

six-truss roof assemblies using 3/8-inch plywood sheathing and nominal 1-inch by 4-inch

spaced board sheathing. They found that, with 3/8-inch plywood sheathing, relatively

limber trusses deflected an average 18.2 % less when tested in a roof assembly than when

tested individually, and that relatively stiffer trusses deflected an average 18.8 % more

when tested in a roof assembly than when tested individually. The corresponding

deflection differences for the roof assembly sheathed with 1-inch by 4-inch spaced board

were 12.6 % and 25.5 %, respectively.

Rosowsky and Ellingwood (1991) reported on the influence of decking on load

distribution and redistribution after initial member failure in a wood floor system. In their

study, it was found that 50% to 70% of the applied load was distributed from the loaded

joist to the unloaded joists in the floor system.

Roof assembly tests at the USDA Forest Products Lab, Madison, Wisconsin have

shown that 35% to 66% of the load directly applied to a truss in roof assembly was

distributed to the adjacent unloaded trusses (Wolfe and Labissoniere 1991). These tests

also indicated a truss stiffness increase as a result of composite action between the truss

and sheathing.

Seif et al. (1981) derived the element stiffness matrix for an element that is

composed of two layers and has partial composite action due to inter-layer slip. The

principal of minimum potential energy was used, and factors such as connector stiffness

for a single nail, number of connectors per row, connector spacing and the properties of

11
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the plywood sheathing and the wood members were included. The derived stiffness

matrix can be used for a theoretical analysis of partial composite action.

Similarly, Stikanth (1992) derived a transformed moment of inertia for partial

composite action between floor sheathing and joists. The moment of inertia of the

transformed section for partial composite action in a beam was derived in terms of the

properties of the components that make up the beam.

McCutcheon (1977) developed a simplified method to calculate the deflections of

a wood-joist floor system using the deflection equation for a simply supported beam with

partial composite action derived by Kuenzi and Wilkinson (1971). This equation related

the deflection of a partially composite beam with that of a completely composite (rigidly

connected) beam. The partial composite action was considered by including the effect of

slip between the sheathing and joists. The load-slip characteristics of the nail connector

can be expressed in one of three forms, depending on the elastic bearing constant of the

wood members, nail diameter, bending stiffness of the nail and the penetration length of

the nail in the two members. Seven floors, each consisting of nine joists spaced 16 inches

on center, were constructed and tested. Calculated deflections at the mid-span of loaded

joists compared closely with the experimental results. This method is used to derive the/

bending stiffness increase factor for top-chord members in a roof system with partial

composite action in this project.

Goodman and Bodig (1977) used a similar method to study stiffness increase

factors for residential roof truss top-chord members. The stiffness increase factor was

defined as the ratio between the deflection of a T-beam with partial composite action and
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that of a rectangular beam without composite action under the same loading. Goodman

used a nail slip modulus correction factor of 1.6, which is the ratio of experimental slip

modulus to theoretical slip modulus, instead of using the theoretical slip modulus directly

as McCutcheon did. In their study, 64 stiffness increase factors for computing the

plywood contribution to truss top chord member stiffness were calculated for each

different combination of plywood thickness, truss span, specific gravity and MOE of

wood members. These factors ranged from 1.1 to 1.2 for open joints along the plywood

sheathing. An expanded study (Goodman and Criswell, 1980) was made to assess the

contribution of plywood sheathing to bending stiffness of residential roof truss top-chord

members over a wide range of span and MOE of truss top-chord members. Stiffness

increase factors were found to be linearly related to both span and MOE of truss top-

chord members.

2.4 System Models

Cramer and Wolfe (1989) developed a three-dimensional frame analysis program

(ROOFSYS) to model a roof system of trusses connected by crossing sheathing beams.

The trusses had pinned connections at the ends of discontinuous members and rigid

connections at the ends of continuous members. Plywood sheathing on each side of a

pitched roof system was represented by a single continuous beam having bending

stiffnesses about two axes. Nail slip between the sheathing beam and the truss top chords

was assumed to have a negligible effect on system performance and was ignored. The

moments of inertia of the transverse sheathing beams were calculated using the actual
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dimensions of the sheathing, assuming no gap between individual panels. These values

were then reduced by averaging the effect of gap discontinuity over the length of each

panel. This moment of inertia reduction factor was simply an empirical adjustment

assuming, for example, that the moment of inertia reduction for an 8 foot long panel

crossing trusses at 2-foot-spacing will be 25% because of the discontinuity every 4 trusses.

The other effect from the sheathing on the roof system was the increased moment of

inertia of the truss top chord members. This T-beam effect of the attached sheathing was

accounted for using the bending stiffness equation developed for the deflection of a

simply supported, partially composite T-beam by Kuenzi and Wilkinson (1971).

Although no attempt was made to include connector plate semi-rigid effects, it was found

that this model predicted assembly load distributions reasonably well.

By assigning rotational and uniaxial fixity factors to the metal-plate-connected

wood members, LaFave and Itani (1992) developed a roof assembly model which

provided a better prediction of roof assembly behavior. The factors related the fixity of a

semi-rigid joint to the fixity of completely rigid joints, and were functions of the

connector plate nail penetration, the width of the plate and the dimensions of the lumber.

The roof sheathing stiffness was lumped in (five and nine) rows of sheathing beams that

connected to the top chords of the trusses. The stiffness assigned to a particular sheathing

beam was proportional to the tributary width of the sheathing that the beam represented.

The developed model did not require experimentally-derived connector plate parameters.

Perhaps the most comprehensive model developed for the analysis of load-sharing

and composite action is Mtenga's (1991) model, coded in a computer program named
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NARSYS (Nonlinear Analysis of Roof SYStems). In that model, the top-chord truss

members were treated as composite elements consisting of solid lumber and plywood,

with a constant inter-layer slip stiffness. The roof sheathing was modeled as a number of

deep beams in the plane of the roof having 6 degrees of freedom at each end and a

corresponding number of slip elements connecting the deep beam elements with the truss

top chord elements. The stiffness of the slip element was a function of the stiffness of the

sheathing nail, the nail spacing and the width of the attached plywood. Joint eccentricities

were incorporated in the model by the use of rigid links. This model provided a

reasonable prediction of the stiffnesses and strengths of trusses outside of an assembly,

but load-sharing for a truss assembly was not verified.

Thus, only special purpose programs for MPC trusses (such as Suddarth and

Wolfe's (1984) PPSA II, and Gupta's (1990) SIMRED) and truss assemblies (such as

Cramer and Wolfe's (1989) ROOFSYS and Mtenga's (1991) NARSYS) are available from

the literature, and they are not readily accessible to practicing engineers. Therefore,

there is also a need to use commerical programs to model MPC trusses and truss

assemblies.



3. TRUSS AND TRUSS SYSTEM MODELS

Metal-plate-connected trusses and truss systems are modeled using the commerical

'program, ETABS (Habibullah 1995) in this project. ETABS is a widely-used computer

program for the linear and nonlinear, static and dynamic analysis of buildings. The basic

frame geometry inETABS is defined with reference to a simple three-dimensional gird

system formed by intersecting floor planes and column lines. ETABS also has spring

elements which provide a tool to model the semi-rigid behavior at the ends of truss

members connected by metal plates.

3.1 Truss Model

MPC Fink trusses are modeled with two main types of elements in this project:

beam elements and spring elements. The beam elements are used to model wood truss

members and spring elements are used to model the metal-plate -connected joints between

truss members. Each joint of the MPC truss exhibits semi-rigid behavior. However, only

the test data for heel joints and bottom-chord-tension-splice joints are available from the

literature, and the heel joints and bottom chord tension splice joint also play a more

important role in the semi-rigid behavior of MPC trusses. Therefore, only heel joints and

bottom chord tension splice joints are modeled using spring elements in this project.

Figure 3.1 shows a conventional 3:12 slope, 28-foot-span Fink truss configuration tested

at the FPL (Wolfe et al. 1986). Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the corresponding semi-rigid

16
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truss model using ETABS for 3:12 slope and 6:12 slope trusses, respectively. As shown

in these figures, wood truss members are modeled by beam elements, heel joints and

bottom- chord-tension-splice joints are modeled using ETABS spring elements.

3.1.1 Beam Elements

Wood truss members are modeled along their centroidal axes by beam elements.

For Fink trusses, the beam elements have pinned connections at the ridge joint, and web

at top and bottom chord joints, and semi-rigid connections at heel joints and bottom

chord tension splice joint. Because of the compressive force in the truss top chord, the

splice joint in the truss top chord adjacent to the peak joint probably does not have a

significant effect on the member internal forces of truss members. Therefore, a

continuous truss top chord beam element through the splice joint is used. Ten beam

elements are used to model ten truss wood members including four top chord members,

two bottom chords members and four web members for the truss model shown in Figures

3.2 and 3.3. The beam elements are rectangular with the cross section the same as the

actual truss members.

3.1.2 Spring Elements

The ETABS spring element has three axial stiffnesses (K., Ky, Kz) and three

rotational stiffnesses (K., K Kzz) as shown in Figure 3.4. The spring elements have

no physical dimensions and are used to model the semi-rigid MPC connections. In this



Figure 3.4 ETABS Spring Element

project, each plate-wood contact area of the MPC heel joint and bottom-chord-tension-

splice joint for Fink trusses is modeled by one zero-length ETABS spring element

representing two axial stiffnesses and one rotational stifffness. The stiffnesses of spring

elements are derived based on experimental, linear range, load-slip characteristics of

,'MPC connections assuming that each tooth contributes equally to the axial stiffnesses,

and that the rotational spring stiffness of each plate-wood contact area is dependent on the

corresponding translational spring stiffnesses. The load-displacement relationship of MPC

joints is nonlinear. For simplification, these nonlinear springs are assumed to be linear.

The ETABS spring element has six input stiffnesses. For vertically-loaded MPC

trusses, the semi-rigid characteristics of MPC joints are ignored outside the truss plane

and, therefore, one of the three axial stiffiiesses and two of the three rotational stiffnesses

(out of the truss plane) of the ETABS spring elements are set to infinity.
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Stiffnesses of ETABS spring elements for each plate-wood contact area at heel

joints and bottom-chord-tension-splice joints are functions of the plate-wood contact

area, the tooth density of the metal plate and the experimentally-determined stiffnesses of

the plate tooth-wood connection. There are two plate-wood contact areas at each heel

joint and bottom-chord-tension-splice joint. Each contact area is modeled by an ETABS

spring element. Therefore, to include the semi-rigidities of two heel joints and one

bottom-chord-tension-splice joint for an MPC Fink truss as shown in Figure 3.1, six

spring elements are needed in the semi-rigid truss model. The locations for the spring

elements were chosen as shown in Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 (only two springs per joint

were used) to keep the input simple. The spring element for the plate-wood contact area

at the top chord of the heel joint is assumed to be located at the intersection between the

center lines of the truss top chord and bottom chord (Figures 3.5 and 3.6). The spring

element for the plate-wood contact area at the bottom chord of the heel joint is assumed

to be located at the intersection between the vertical line through the center of gravity of

the plate-wood contact area at the bottom chord and the horizontal center line of the

bottom chord member (Figures 3.5 and 3.6). The spring elements for the plate-wood

contact area at the bottom-chord- tension-splice joint are assumed to be located at the

center of gravity of each plate-wood contact area (Figure 3.7). A spring element for one

plate-wood contact area is connected to the spring element for the other plate-wood

contact area from the same metal plate through a "rigid link". A "rigid link" is assumed

to have the same dimensions (1.5 in. x 3.5 in.) as the wood truss member with an MOE

(2.9 E7 psi) the same as steel to model the metal plate portion of an MPC joint. The

length of the "rigid link" is the distance between the two spring elements. The points oi
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Figure 3.6 Heel Joint Detail in 6:12 Slope, 28-Foot-Span, Semi-Rigid Truss Model with
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Figure 3.7 Bottom-Chord-Tension-Splice Joint Details in 3:12 and 6:12 Slope, 28-Foot-
Span, Semi-Rigid Truss Models with 3" by 7" and 3" by 5" Metal Plates,
Respectively.

02 shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, and points 03 and 04 shown in Figure 3.7 are the origins

where moments of inertia of the corresponding plate-wood_ contact areas are calculated to

find the stiffnesses of the spring elements, as discussed later in this section. The

calculations for the locations of these points are shown in Appendix A.
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In Mtenga's (1991) semi-rigid truss model, spring elements were located at the

center of gravity of each plate-wood contact area and these spring elements were

connected to the wood element node and to a plate master node by a "rigid link". This

approach takes care of eccentricities which may arise when the center of gravity of the

plate-wood contact area is not on the wood element centrodial axis. Although Mtenga's

model is more accurate in representing MPC joints, but it is complicated to use. For

practical application, simplified joint models are used in this project. For the joint models,

only two springs per joint are used, which are located along the center line of the bottom

chord, to keep the input simple.

Foschi (1977b) developed a model to relate MPC joint stifffiesses to plate

orientation with respect to grain direction for the wood members and to the load direction.

He proposed the following equation for the load-displacement behavior of a metal-plate-

connected joint:

F (5) = (m0 + m1 5)[1 - EXP(--k5)],
mo

where F = load, 8 = displacement, and k, mo and m1 are constants, which depend on the

orientations of the plate and grain with respect to the load. Physically, k represents the

initial stiffness which can be considered as the stifffiess of the joint in the linear range, ml

represents the stiffness at large displacements and mo represents the intercept of the

asymptote with slope ml.

(3.1)



Displacement

Figure 3.8 Foschi's (1977b) Model for Load-Displacement Relationship of MPC Joints.

Use of Foschi's (1977b) model requires the determination of the three parameters

to fit the experimental load-displacement curves for the four standard joint configurations

shown in Figure 3.9. Depending on the different orientations of plate major axis with

respect to the directions of the grain and applied loads, there are four standard joint

configurations represented by AA, EA, AE and EE. The first letter corresponds to the

angle between the plate major axis and the load, while the second letter corresponds to

the angle between the grain and the load. Here, plate major axis is defined as the axis

along the longitudinal direction of the slots in a metal plate and plate minor axis is defined

as the axis perpendicular to the plate major axis (Foschi 1977b). A stands for pArallel and

E stands for pErpendicular. The grain direction is assumed parallel to the length of the

member. For joint configurations where two wood members are perpendicular to each

other, the grain orientation of the wood member which has the weaker plate-wood

27
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Figure 3.9 Orientation of Plate Major Axis and Grain with Respect to Load for Four
Standard MPC Joint Configurations (McCarthy and Wolfe 1987)

connection (perpendicular to grain) is used as the grain orientation for that joint. For

example, AE represents the case when the load direction is parallel to the plate major axis

and perpendicular to the grain. Fosclii's parameters for any other cases can be obtained by

using a Hankinson-type interpolation (Foschi 1977b). For directions along the plate major

axis (axis 1), and plate minor axis (axis 2), the Foschi parameters are (Figure 3.10):
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Figure 3.10 Tooth of a Truss Plate in Arbitary Orientation (x and z are Global Axes)

k
k kAA AE

1 . 2
kAA n (0 41))+ kAE cos2(0 (13)

k kEE EA
k2

EE sin2 - 4)) kEA c os2(0 (13)

where,

1 - Plate major axis, along the slot in the plane of metal plate

(perpendicular to tooth).

2 - Plate minor axis, perpendicular to the slot in the plane of metal plate

(parallel to tooth)

0- Angle between plate major axis and x-axis

cto - Angle between grain direction and x-axis

ol`
30-

(.`e

Tooth oF Metal Plate
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(3.2)

(3.3)
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k1 and k2 are any one of the Foschi parameters (k, mo, mi) for an individual tooth

at orientations parallel to the plate major axis and minor axis, respectively, kAA, kAE, kEA

and kEE are Foschi's parameters for the four standard joint configurations, and (0-0) is

the angle between the plate major axis and the grain direction.

Because metal plates are placed horizontally in heel joints and bottom chord

tension splice joints with the plate major axis (axis 1) in the horizontal direction (global x-

axis) and the plate minor axis (axis 2) in the vertical direction (global z-axis), the angle

between the plate major axis and the x axis (0) is equal to zero. Spring stiffnesses along

these two axes are used as the axial stiffnesses for the ETABS spring elements, which

only allow for vertical and horizontal axial stiffness input.

Although equations (3.2) and (3.3) apply to all of Foschi's parameters, here only

the initial stiffness k (per tooth basis) is used to determine spring stiffnesses because of the

linear model used in this study. The spring stiffness K of a metal plate-wood contact area

in either the horizontal (x-axis) or vertical (z-axis) direction can be expressed as a function

of Foschi's parameters for a single tooth - wood connection (Mtenga 1991):

= *A* r3 (3.4)

Kz = kz *A*I3 (3.5)

The rotational spring stiffness of a metal plate-wood contact area can be derived

from the two translational stiffness Foschi's parameters for an individual tooth as (Mtenga,

1991):

K= 13*(k.*I, + kz*Iz), (3.6)



where

= Foschi's parameters for initial stiffness of a single tooth along the

horizontal (x-axis) and the vertical (z-axis) directions (as shown

in Figure 3.10), respectively.

= Translational spring stifthesses for a plate-wood contact area

along the horizontal (x-axis) and the vertical (z-axis) directions,

respectively.

Kn, = Rotational spring stiffness for a plate-wood contact area

A = Plate-wood contact area as shown in Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7.

= Tooth density of the metal plate

(13=4.5 teeth/in2 for metal plates used in heel joints and bottom-chord-

tension-splice joints for individual trusses (Wolfe et al. 1986)

and truss assemblies with high stiffness variability (Wolfe and

McCarthy 1989). Therefore, 13 = 4.5 teeth/in2 is used in this project).

Ix, I = Moments of inertia of plate-wood contact area about x- and z- axis,

respectively, as shown in Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7.

From these equations, the stiffnesses of the spring element at the top chord of heel

joint are (Figure 3.11):

IC. = k.*A*13

= ki*A*13

= [kAA*kAE / (kAA*sin2(1) + kAE*cos24:130)]*A* 13 (3.7)
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Figure 3.11 Tooth and Grain Orientations at the Top Chord of Heel Joint -

Kz = kz*A*I3

= k2*A*f3

= [kEE*kEA/ (kEE*sin2(1) + kEA*cos20)]*A*13

Kyy = 13*(1(x*Ix + kz*I0 = 0*(k1nx + k2*I) (3.9)

Here, and kz are Foschi's parameters (initial stiffness of individual tooth) in the

horizontal (x-) and vertical (z-) directions, respectively. Because the x- and z- axes

correspond to the plate major axis (axis 1) and plate minor axis (axis 2), respectively, the

Foschi's parameter kx is equal to k1 and the Foschi's parameter kz is equal to k2. I. and L

are moments of inertia of the plate-wood contact area of the heel joint at the truss top

chord about horizontal (x-) and vertical (z-) axes, respectively. The origin (ol, as shown

in Figures 3.5 and 3.6) of the x- and z-axes is assumed to be located at the intersection

between the vertical center line through the center gravity of the plate-wood contact area

at the top chord of the heel joint and the center line of the bottom chord wood member.

32
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At the heel joint, the spring element for the plate-wood contact area at the top chord is

assumed to be located at the intersection between the truss top chord and bottom chord,

while the moments of inertia in equation (3.7) used to determine the spring stiffnesses are

assumed to be about the origin 01 as shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. In Mtenga's model,

both the spring location and the origin where moments of inertia are calculated are at the

center of gravity of the plate-wood contact area.

The stifthesses of the spring elements at the bottom chord of the heel joint and at

the bottom chord members of the bottom-chord-tension-splice joint are (Figure 3.12):

Slot of Metal PlateZ0 = 0

Figure 3.12 Tooth and Grain Orientations at the Bottom Chord of Heel Joint and
Bottom-Chord-Tension-Splice Joint

Grain Orientation
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= kEE*A*13 (3.11)

TI =13*(k.*I. +1(.90 (3.12)
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Here, lc. and kz are Foschi parameters in the horizontal and vertical directions,

respectively, which correspond to two of the four standard joint configurations, AA and

EE (Figure 3.7) respectively, therefore, lc. =kAA and kz = kEE. Land k are moments of

inertia of the plate-wood contact area about horizontal and vertical axes, respectively.

For the heel joint at the bottom chord, the origin (02, as shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6) of

these two axes is assumed to be at the intersection beyen the vertical line through the

center of gravity of the plate-wood contact area at the bottom chord and the center line of

the bottom chord wood member. The origin (01, as shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6) is

assumed to be at the intersection between the vertical line through the center of gravity of

the plate-wood contact area at the top chord and the center line of the bottom chord wood

member. For the bottom-chord-tension-splice joint, the origins (03 and 04, as shown in

Figure 3.7) of the x- and z-axes are assumed to be at the centers of gravity for each plate-

wood contact area for the bottom chord members of the bottom- chord-tension-splice

joint.

Sample calculations for the spring stiffnesses at the heel joint and bottom-chord

tension-splice joint used in the model verification are shown in Appendix A. A typical

axial stiffness (shown in Appendix A) for the bottom-chord-tension-splice joints, as tested

by Gupta (1990), is 0.302 x 106 pounds/in for 3" by 4" plates. The calculated axial

stiffness, based on the method discussed in this section, for each plate-wood contact area

at the bottom-chord-tension-splice joint in the 3:12 slope truss is 2.52 x 106 pounds/in for

3" by 10" plates.



3.1.3 Joint Eccentricities

When there are more than two truss members connected together through a metal-

connector plate at a truss joint, the center lines of the members usually do not intersect at

the same point. This causes an eccentricity at the joint. Eccentricity occurs in the heel

joints and web joints, as well as in the ridge joints in the pitched roof Fink trusses. If

these connections are simplified as common nodes which join wood elements together,

then the joint eccentricities are ignored. This simplification of ignoring joint eccentricities

may lead to errors in analyzing the structure. Among these joint eccentricities, the

eccentricity of heel joint may have a more significant effect on the structural behavior of

the Fink trusses. In this project, only the eccentricity of the heel joint is modeled. At the

heel joint, the intersection point for top chord and bottom chord members is not above

the truss bearing plate (as shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6). This heel joint eccentricity is

modeled by using one column along the center line of the truss bearing plate at the heel

joint. The column is pinned-connected to the rigid link which connects the two spring

elements at the bottom chord as shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. Lau (1986) used a similar

method to study the behavior of metal-plate-connected heel joints. These two columns

(one for each end of the truss) have very large out-of-truss-plane stiffnesses (MOE = 1010

psi ). Within the truss plane, one of the column elements has a very large stiffness to

represent a pinned connection at one end of the truss. The other column element is very

flexible laterally (MOE = 10-10 psi) to represent a roller connection at the other end of the

truss. The eccentricities at other joints are not included in this project and are

recommended for future study.
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3.2 Truss System Model

A nine-truss roof system (shown in Figure 3.13) was modeled using ETABS. The

roof truss system has 28-foot-span Fink trusses connected by 15/32" plywood sheathing.

Plywood sheathing is treated as a deep beam with one of the principal axes aligned with

the truss top chord members and the other principal axis perpendicular to the plywood

sheathing plane. In the truss system model (Figures 3.14 and 3.15), the plywood

sheathing is divided into three sheathing beam elements (for each side of the roof) by

tributary areas. Therefore, there are six sheathing beam elements in the truss system

model as shown in Figure 3.15. Sheathing beam elements have the same thickness as the

plywood sheathing and the width is same as the tributary width. The sheathing beams

are used to model the load-distributing effect of the plywood sheathing. The top chord

elements are used to model the partial composite action between the plywood sheathing

and truss top chord.

3.2.1 Top Chord Elements

The moment of inertia (I) of truss top chord elements is increased to take into

account the partial composite action between the plywood sheathing and top chord

members. Kuenzi and Wilkinson (1971) developed an equation relating the deflection of a

partially composite beam to that of a completely composite beam. In this method, the

deflection of a partially composite T-beam for a floor joist (web of I-beam) nailed with

sheathing (flange of 1-beam) is given by:
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Figure 3.13 Placement of Plywood Sheathing on 3:12 Slope, 28-Foot-Span Nine-Truss
Roof System
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Figure 3.15 Sheathing Beam Tributary Areas and Continuity in Truss System Model



EIR
A= AR [ 1 + fe( 1)]

where

A = Deflection of the partially composite beam

AR = Deflection of the completely composite beam (the components of the

beam are rigidly connected)

f,= 10/ (L2a2 + 10)

L = Beam span

h2 Sa (EIR/EIu)
EIR - EIu

h = Distance between the centroidal axes of the flange and web

S = Load per unit length which causes a unit slip in the nail

EIR= Bending stiffness if the components are rigidly connected

EL, = Bending stiffness if the components are completely unconnected

The effective stiffness, El, of a partial composite beam can be expressed in terms

of EIu and EIR. Noting that A/AR = EIR/EI, equation (3.13) can be rewritten as:

or

EIR
EI =

1+ fA (EIR / EIu 1)

EIu
EI =

EIu/EIR+fA(1EIu/EIR)

EIu

40

(3.13)

= (3.14)EIu(1fA)/EIR+fA
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When the connection is completely rigid (S = co), fe= 0 and El = EIR. When there

is no connection (S=0), f6, = 1 and El = EIu. The amount of composite action is related

to the factor fA. To account for the effects of gaps in the sheathing, McCutcheon (1977)

modified G, as:

fA = 10/ (Lice + 10) (3.15)

where I.: = Distance between the open gaps in the sheathing.

= 4 feet for 4 by 8 feet plywood sheathing oriented as shown in

Figure 3.13.

In roof truss assemblies, the truss top chords function as partially composite

beams, and the increased bending stiffness can be approximately determined using

equation (3.14). Appendix B gives an example calculation based on this method for the

increased moments of inertia of truss top chord members for the truss assemblies used for

model verification. For a 28-foot-span, 2-foot-spacing, truss system sheathed with 15/32

in.-thickness, 4 by 8 feet plywood, the increased bending stiffnesses for truss top-chord

members are 15% and 13% for interior and exterior trusses, respectively, as given in

Appendix B. Similarly, Goodman et al. (1977) found that the increased bending stiffness

for the top chord (0.42 specific gravity and 1.3 106 psi MOE) in a 24-foot-span (24-in.

width T-beam flange) truss with 1/2 in.- thickness plywood sheathing was 14%.



3.2.2 Sheathing Beam Elements

Not only does the plywood sheathing contribute to an increase in the stiffnesses of

truss top chord members due to partial composite action, but it also functions as a

distributor beam to transfer the load from loaded or stiffer trusses to unloaded or more

limber trusses. Figure 3.13 shows placement of the 4 by 8 feet plywood sheathing on 28-

foot-span, 3:12 slope, nine-truss assemblies used in the FPL full-scale roof assembly tests

(Wolfe and McCarthy 1989). The plywood sheathing in this project is modeled by

continuous beam elements having six degrees of freedom at each end which are rigidly

connected to the top chord member of each truss in the assembly. Discontinuity of the

plywood sheathing is modeled by a pinned connection as shown in Figure 3.15 which also

shows the sheathing beam tributary areas and continuity in the truss system model. In this

model, plywood sheathing on each side of the roof system is represented by three

sheathing beam elements evenly spaced along the top chord, and each sheathing beam

element has a tributary width as shown in Figure 3.14 (Cramer and Wolfe (1989) used one

sheathing beam, Mtenga (1991) used three sheathing beams to model the plywood

sheathing). There are four rows of plywood sheathing on each side of the roof system,

but there are only three sheathing beam elements for each side in the roof system model,

therefore, the model's sheathing joints do not match exactly the gaps between the

plywood sheathing. It is recommended that, in future research, four sheathing beam

elements be used for each side of the roof system so that the gaps between the plywood

sheathing are more closely modeled.
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The sizes and locations of sheathing beam elements are shown in Figure 3.14 with

the thickness the same as the plywood sheathing (15/32-in.). In Figure 3.14, sheathing

beam 1 has a horizontal projected width of 3L/16, sheathing beam 2 has a horizontal

projected width of 2L/16. The darker rectangular marks in Figure 3.14 show the locations

of the plywood sheathing, which are evenly distributed along each half of the truss span.

ETABS restricts input of horizontal beam elements so that the principal axes of

the cross section can only be aligned with the vertical and horizontal directions. One of

the principal axes of the plywood sheathing is aligned with the truss top-chord members,

the other of the principal axes is perpendicular to the truss top-chord members. They are

neither horizontal nor vertical. Therefore, the section properties of the plywood

sheathing need to be modified for sheathing beam elements used in the ETABS truss

system model. This transformation is explained in Appendix C. This was only required

for ETABS input and other commerical programs may not require this transformation.

This transformation is verified by the load-sharing comparison for a nine-truss roof system

(Appendix C). The comparison shows a 2% maximum load-sharing difference before and

after this transformation. This transformation is also verified by a comparison for a simple

structure as shown in Appendix C. The differences in bending moments and deflections

for the supported beams are found to be small before and after this transformation.

3.3 Member Properties

In the strength modeling of tested MPC trusses, deterministic strength properties

of wood truss members were used, including bending strength (BS), compressive
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strength (CS), and tensile strength (TS). These deterministic strengths were based on the

measured moduli of elasticity of the wood members and Gerhards' (1983) study on

strength-MOE relationships. In the Monte-Carlo strength simulation of MPC trusses and

truss systems, probabilistic stiffness and strength properties are used. These correlated

mechanical properties for stiffness and strength were generated by a multivariate normal

approach. This approach preserved the marginal distribution of each property as well as

the correlation between these variables (Gupta 1990).

3.3.1 Deterministic Values

Gerhards (1983) tested 704 pieces of 2 by 4 truss lumber, which included

Southern Pine, Douglas Fir-Larch, Hem-Fir and Spruce-Pine-Fir. The samples were at

an equilibrium moisture content of 12 % and strength tests in compression, tension and

bending were conducted using the standard methods for static tests of visually graded

lumber specified in ASTM D198-76. Regressions of strengths in compression, tension

and bending versus modulus of elasticity (MOE) for the Southern Pine group were

obtained as (Gerhards 1983):

Compressive Strength (CS) = 1245 + 0.001949*MOE

Tension Strength (TS) = -717 + 0.002823*MOE

Bending Strength (BS) = 90+ 0.004276*MOE

(Units for strengths and MOE are pounds/in.2.)



These strength-MOE relationships were used only in the strength determinations

for trusses tested at the FPL (Wolfe et al. 1986), which were made of the same species

and size of lumber as tested by Gerhards (1983). For strength simulations, the

probabilistic values in the following section are used.

3.3.2 Probabilistic Values

A computer subroutine coded in the C programming language was developed to

generate correlated probabilistic strength and stiffness values. One of the subroutines in

the truss strength simulation program SIMRED (Gupta 1990) (written in Pascal) was

translated into C to generate correlated random -wood member properties including

modulus of elasticity (MOE), bending strength (BS), tensile strength (TS) and

compressive strength (CS). This program generates not only random properties of MOE,

BS, CS, and TS according to the corresponding input distributions, but also keeps the

input correlation coefficients between these properties unchanged. The probability

distribution functions and correlation coefficients are taken from the reference. The

probability distribution function for MOE was assumed to be lognormal, and the

probability distribution functions for bending, tensile and compressive strengths were

assumed to be three-parameter Weibull distributions (Galligan et al. 1986), the

probability distribution functions for joint strengths (heel joints, bottom chord tension

splice joint and web at the bottom chord joints) were assumed to be normal distributions

(Gupta 1990). These three distribution functions are expressed as (X refers to random

variable):
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normal distribution function:

1
(x-02

f (X, cy) e 2,32

CYA/27t

where p. = mean; a = standard deviation

lognormal distribution function:

(In X-X)2
1 2 ef (X, ?c, X > 0 3.17)

where X. = mean; = standard deviation

three-parameter Weibull distribution function:

f (X, 1-1, a, 11) - 1 ( X 11)11-1e X>.t (3.18)
a a

where IA = location parameter; a = scale parameter; 11 = shape

parameter,

The following parameters in the probability distribution functions for MOE, BS,

CS and TS (Galligan et al. 1986) and the correlation coefficients between these properties

(Galligan et al. 1986, Green et al. 1984, Hamon et al. 1985, Hoyle 1968) are used in the

strength simulations (coefficient of variation is defined as standard deviation divided by

mean):
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MOE: lognormal

mean = 1.41E6 psi, standard deviation = 3.49E5 psi

coefficient of variation = 0.25

parameters: = 14.13, = 0.25

BS: three-parameter Weibull

mean = 6.61E3 psi, standard deviation = 2.14E3 psi

coefficient of variation = 0.32

parameters: location (a) = 2.70E3 psi, scale (a) = 4.40E3 psi

shape (1) = 1.90

TS: three-paremeter Weibull

mean = 3.67E3 psi, standard deviation = 1.63E3 psi

coefficient of variation = 0.44

parameters: location (1) = 1.34E3 psi, scale (a) = 2.59E3 psi

shape (-1) = 1.50

CS: three-parameter Weibull

mean = 4.85E3 psi, standard deviation = 0.89E3 psi

coefficient of variation = 0.18

parameters: location (g) = 2.63E3 psi, scale (a) = 2.49E3 psi

shape (TO = 2.62
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Correlation Coefficients:

pEB = 0.75, PET = 0.55, pc = 0.65,

PBT = 0.40, pBc = 0.30, pit = 0.00.

where pEB, for example, represents the correlation coefficient between

MOE and bending strength.

The strengths of the heel joint, bottom-chord-tension-splice joint and web-at-the-

bottom-chord joint were assumed to be normally distributed and uncorrelated. Gupta

(1990) tested 56 heel joints with a joint angle of 22.6° (5:12 slope), 52 bottom chord

tension splice joints and 55 web joints at the bottom chord made of 2 by 4 Southern Pine

No. 2 lumber with 20 gauge 3-inch by 5-inch metal plates. The parameters for joint

strength distribution functions from Gupta's (1990) study are:

Heel Joint:

mean = 5089 pounds, standard deviation = 307 pounds

coefficient of variation = 0.06

Bottom-Chord-Tension-Splice-Joint:

mean = 6075 pounds, standard deviation = 1069 pounds

coefficient of variation = 0.18

Web at the Bottom Chord Joint:

mean = 3754 pounds, standard deviation = 643 pounds

coefficient of variation = 0.17
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The heel joint strength taken from the test results is the axial force at failure at the

top chord of the heel joint, the bottom-chord-tension-splice joint strength is the axial

force at failure at bottom-chord-tension-splice joint and the web strength is the tensile

axial force at failure at the web member of the web joint at the bottom chord.

3.4 Failure Criteria for Wood Members and Joints

The failure criteria for wood members from Mtenga's (1991) study is used in this

project:

for truss members under combined bending and axial tension:

ft / TS + fb /BS >1.0 (3.19)

for truss members combined bending and axial compression (for truss top chord,

lateral buckling is prevented by the plywood sheathing):

(fc / CS)2 + fb / BS >1.0, (3.20)

where TS, CS, BS are tensile, compressive and bending strengths for wood

members as discussed in section 3.3.

Although Fink truss tests at the FPL (Wolfe and LaBissoniere 1991) revealed that

Fink trusses exhibited consistent ultimate strengths limited by failures at the heel joints,

joint failures in this project are considered at the heel joints, bottom chord tension splice

joints and web joints at the bottom chord. The failure criteria for these joints ar
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P / Pfailure > 1 (3.21)

where the P values are the axial compressive force at the top chord for the heel

joint, the bottom-chord-tensile force for the bottom-chord-tension-splice-joint, and web

tensile force for the web at the bottom chord joint. The Pfailure values are the

corresponding failure loads for the heel joints, bottom-chord-tension-splice joints, and

web joints.. From Gupta's (1990) and Gebremedhin et al.'s (1992) joint tests, no obvious

relationship between heel joint strength and heel joint angle was found. Therefore, mean

joint strengths from Gupta's (1990) study, which had larger amounts of tested joints,

were used as the Pfailure values in equation (3.21) for both 3:12 and 6:12 slope trusses.

MPC trusses fail either in the wood members or at the joints, therefore, the

failure modes for truss models include wood member failure, joint failure or a

combination of both. Thus, two failure criteria for trusses were used in the Monte-Carlo

simulations (chapter 5) in this project to investigate the strength behavior of trusses when

joint failures are not prevented and when joint failures are prevented. The first failure

criterion is joint or wood member failure, with truss failure defined as the failure of any

one of the joints or wood truss members. The second failure criterion is the wood

member failure criterion, which includes wood member failure only, and the truss fails as

soon as any of the wood truss members fail. Because the MPC Fink trusses could actually

fail either in wood members and joints, these two failure criteria are appropriate to be

used to study the truss strength bahavior. The failure criteria for wood members and

joints are defined in equation (3.19) or (3.20), and equation (3.21), respectively.



3.5 Simulation Program

A computer program, SSRT - Simulation of Semi-rigid Roof Trusses (in the

enclosed diskette), coded in the C programming language, was developed to perform the

Monte-Carlo strength simulations. One of the subroutines in the truss strength simulation

program SIMRED (Gupta 1990), written in Pascal, was translated into C to generate

random but correlated wood member properties for modulus of elasticity (MOE), bending

strength (BS), tensile strength (TS) and compressive strength (CS).

In each truss strength simulation, eight random vectors are generated and assigned

to each of the eight truss members, including two top chord members (two top chord

members at each side of MPC truss are assigned with the same properties), two bottom

chord members and four web members. Each vector contains four elements including

MOE, BS, CS, and TS. In each strength simulation of a roof truss system, seventy-two

(= 8 x 9) vectors are generated, and assigned to each of the seventy-two wood members

in the truss system.

The simulation program SSRT includes four files, they are main.c, property.c,

analysis.c and data.c. Main.c controls the number of random simulations performed.

Property.c randomly generates the correlated mechanical properties for the wood truss

members (MOE, BS, TS, CS) and the joint strengths. Analysis.c conducts the structural

analysis using ETABS as one of its subroutines and determines the strength of the

structure (as explained in the following step 3) and records the strengths and failure

modes. Data.c uses the file pointer in the C programming language, opens the ETABS
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output file and finds member internal forces. Failure is determined according to the failure

criteria described in section 3.4.

The major steps are shown in the flowchart in Figure 3.16, and are explained

below:

Step 1: Randomly generate and assign properties to wood truss members and

joints. The correlated mechanical properties are generated from the input probability

distribution functions and correlation coefficients. Also, the joint strengths are randomly

generated and assigned to each heel joint, bottom chord tension splice joint, and web at

the bottom chord tension splice joint. The joint failure criterion are considered only at

these joints.

Step 2: Initialize the loading. An unlikely starting failure load is given as the initial

load. For 3:12 and 6:12 slope, 28-foot-span trusses simulated in this project, the

strengths of trusses are in the range of 10 to 100 lb/in (Wolfe et al 1986). The starting

unlikely failure load is any number between 0 and 10 lb/in (8 lb/in used in this project).

Step 3: Analyze the structure and check failure. The ETABS program is run to

analyze the structure and a failure check is conducted for this initial loading. The structure

is considered failed if any of the wood truss members, heel joints, bottom-chord-tension-

splice joints or web-at-the-bottom-chord joints is failed when the joint or wood member

failure criteria is used. When wood member failure criteria alone are used, the structure is

considered failed as soon as one of the wood truss members is failed. If the structure has

not failed, the initial loading is increased by 0.33 lb/in2 (48 lb/ft2) each time and ETABS is

run again and a failure check is conducted until the structure fails, and then the failure
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load is recorded. The failure load for a 28-foot-span, 2 by 4 Fink truss is usually in the

range of 10-100 lb/in along the truss top chord. The load increment of 0.33 lb/in2 (48

lb/ft2) on truss systems with a 2-foot truss spacing corresponds to an 8 lb/in load

increment for individual trusses. The difference between the recorded failure load and the

ultimate model failure load is thus less than 8 lb/in at the end of this step.

Step 4: Converge the recorded failure load in step 3 to the ultimate model failure

load.

Step 4(1): Reduce the recorded failure load in step 3 by 0.33/2 lb/in2 (48/2 lb/ft2),

analyze the structure under this loading and check failure. If structure fails, this loading is

recorded as the failure load, otherwise the loading before this decrease is recorded as the

failure load.

Step 4(2): Reduce the recorded failure load in step 4(1) by 0.33/21 lb/in2 (48/2i

lb/ft2) each time, analyze the structure, and record the failure load at each load decrease

for i times (i = 2, 3, ...) as step 4(1). By repeating this step several times, with the

difference between consecutive load reduced by half each time, the recorded failure load

will converge very quickly to the ultimate model failure load.

Step 5: Record the failure load at the last run of step 4(2). together with the

failure mode.

A complet set of output from this program for one simulation of a 3:12 slope truss

system is shown in Appendix F. For this run the input mechanical properties of each truss

member, the output failure load and failed member or joint are recorded, together with

the stress index (as defined by the left hand side of equation (3.19) or (3.20) and equation
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(3.21) at the time the system failed. These data give a clear picture of the location of the

failed member or joint and the force distribution at the time the truss system failed. For all

other runs only the failure load and failure mode (member or joint) are recorded for the

strengths of IvEPC trusses and truss systems. In future research, it is suggested that the

detailed input and output information be recorded throughout so that one can gain further

understanding about the strength behavior of MPC trusses and truss systems.



4. MODEL VERIFICATION AND LOAD-SHARING STUDY

In this chapter, the semi-rigid ETABS truss and truss system models, as discussed

in chapter 3, are verified by comparing the predicted behavior using the ETABS models

with experimental results from the literature. Before the comparisons are made, a

common sense check of the ETABS results was conducted by analyzing one truss using

the truss model introduced in chapter 3 to check the output for member internal forces and

deflections. By plotting the bending moment, axial force, shear force, and torsion

diagrams, and deflected shapes, and examining the equilibrium between the applied load

and reactions, and the equilibrium of individual joints from the ETABS output, it was

found that the ETABS results are consistent with a common sense understanding of the

structural behavior of the truss. The input and complete output for the analyzed truss are

shown in Appendix G.

The ETABS models used for verification for 3:12 and 6:12 slope Fink trusses are

shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, respectively, and the ETABS truss system model used for

model verification is shown in Figure 3.15. The model verification includes:

1. Deflection and member internal force verification.

1(a): The average deflections for twenty-four, 28-foot-span residential roof

trusses with Fink configurations of 3:12 and 6:12 slope, tested at the FPL (Wolfe et al.

1986) are compared with the corresponding deflections predicted by the ETABS Fink

truss model introduced in chapter 3.
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1(b): The member internal forces (axial forces and bending moments) for nine

parallel-chord trusses tested by King and Wheat (1987) are compared with the predicted

values using the ETABS parallel-chord truss model that will be introduced in this chapter.

Strength verification:

The strengths of twenty-four Fink trusses with 3:12 and 6:12 slopes for low,

medium and high MOE categories tested at the FPL (Wolfe et al. 1986) are compared

with the strengths predicted by the ETABS truss model.

Load-sharing verification:

Load-sharing results from full-scale, 28-foot-span, nine-truss roof

assemblies with high stiffness variability, for both 3:12 and 6:12 slopes, tested at the FPL

by Wolfe and McCarthy (1989) are compared with load-sharing predicted by the ETABS

truss system model.

Load-sharing results from full-scale, 28-foot-span, nine-truss roof

assemblies with conventional construction, for both 3:12 and 6:12 slopes, tested at the

FPL by Wolfe and LaBissoniere (1991) are compared with load-sharing predicted by the

ETABS truss system model.

4.1 Deflection and Member Internal Force Verification

Wolfe et al. (1986) tested twenty-four, 28-foot span Fink trusses with 3:12 and

6:12 slopes, made of 2 by 4 Southern Pine No.2 lumber. These trusses were constructed

in three stiffness categories with low, medium and high MOE values. The configuration

of the tested 3:12 slope trusses is shown in Figure 3.1 and the semi-rigid ETABS models
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for 3:12 and 6:12 slope trusses are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, respectively, and are

explained in Chapter 3. The measured MOE (Wolfe et al. 1986) for each truss wood

member is input to the model together with the stiffnesses for the spring elements which

are calculated in Appendix A. The plate sizes used in the heel joints and bottom-chord-

tension-splice joints for these FPL trusses are used in this project to calculate joint

stiffnesses.

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the deflection comparisons when the trusses are

subjected to a uniform load of 55 lb/ft along the top chord for the 3:12 trusses and 66

lb/ft. along the top chord for the 6:12 trusses (used by Wolfe et al. 1986). The deflections

are the average of the values measured at the five truss node points at the ends of the four

web members (nodes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 in Figure 3.1). Each truss in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 is

identified by three characters (Wolfe et al. 1986). The first one refers to the slope of the

truss, with 3 representing a 3:12 slope and 6 representing a 6:12 slope. The second

character indicates modulus of elasticity with low (L), medium(M) and high(H) values.

The third shows the sequence of trusses tested. The mean displacements shown in these

tables are for each stiffness category. The input parameters for truss 3L1 (Wolfe et al.

1986) are listed in Appendix E, the output from ETABS analysis is shown in

Appendix G.

The experimental displacements shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are determined from

Tables 5 and 6 in Wolfe et al. (1986) by using a design load ratio of 1 (defined in

reference).
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Table 4.1 Deflection Comparisons for 3:12 Slope Fink Trusses Tested at the FPL (Wolfe
et al. 1986)

-
Truss Identification Average

Experimental

Displacement (in.)

Displacement
Predicted by

ETABS Model (in.)

Difference between
Predicted and Test

Value Divided by

Test Value

3L1 0.452 0.459 1.5%

3L3 0.478 0.487 1.9%

3L5 0.467 0.467 0%

3L7 0.440 0.450 2.3%

Mean Displacement 0.459 0.465 1.3%
,

3M1 0.324 0.334 3.1%

3M3 0.343 0.334 -2.6%

3M5 0.293 0.328 11.9%

3M7 0.330 0.325 -1.5%

Mean Displacement 0.323 0.330 2.2%

3H2 0.266 0.248 -6.8%

3H4 0.247 0.264 6.9%

3H6 0.287 0.280 -2.4%

3H7 0.274 0.272 -0.7%

Mean Displacement 0.269 0.266 -1.1%
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Table 4.2 Deflection Comparisons for 6:12 Slope Fink Trusses Tested at the FPL (Wolfe
etal. 1986)

Truss Identification Average
Experimental

Displacement (in.)

Displacement
Predicted by

ETABS Model (in.)

Difference between
Predicted and Test

Value Divided by

Test Value

6L2 0.172 0.179 4.1%

6L3 0.180 0.186 3.0%

6L5 0.194 0.176 -9.3%

6L7 0.198 0.175 -11.6%

Mean Displacement 0.186 0.179 -3.8%

6M1 0.123 0.121 -1.6%

6M2 0.136 0.129 -5.1%

6M4 0.121 0.127 5.0%

6M7 0.117 0.133 13.7%

Mean Displacement 0.124 0.128 3.2%

6H1 0.107 0.099 -7.5%

6H2 0.107 0.101 -5.6%

6H6 0.086 0.104 20.9%

6H7 0.107 0.104 -2.8%

Mean Displacement 0.102 0.102 0%
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From Tables 4.1 and 4.2, it can be seen that the predicted average displacements

for 3:12 slope trusses with low, medium and high stiffness values are within 2.3, 11.9,

and 6.9%, respectively, of the corresponding experimental displaceinents; and the

predicted average displacements for 6:12 slope trusses with low, medium and high

stiffness values are within 11.6, 13.7 and 20.9%, respectively, of the corresponding

experimental displacements. Most of the predicted deflections are within 7% of the test

values. There is no clear pattern for the comparisons between test and predicted results.

King and Wheat (1987) tested nine metal-plate-connected parallel-chord wood
.0

trusses with three different configurations (truss series 1, 2 and 3, with three trusses

tested in each series. Truss series 3 included a duct opening at the center line). All trusses

were fabricated using nominal 4 by 2 lumber with 20 gauge metal plates and were loaded

uniformly to the design load of 80 plf along the top chord (used by King and Wheat).

Detailed notes and measurements were made for all trusses, and truss deflections along

the bottom chords and member internal forces were recorded. ETABS semi-rigid models

for these parallel chord trusses are shown in Figure 4.1 (all dimensions are shown along

the center lines of truss members). The semi-rigidities of the MPC connections are

included at web joints and each plate-wood contact area at web members is modeled with

an ETABS spring element located at the web center line as shown in Figure 4.2. The top

chord and bottom chord are actually continuous over the length of the truss and are

treated as continuous in the truss models. The sizes of metal plates in the actual trusses

ranged from 3-inch by 3-inch to 6-inch by 4-inch, however, an average size of 4-inch by

4-inch is used here to calculate the stiffnesses for all modeled semi-rigid joints (shown in
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Appendix A, which also shows the spring stiffnesses for web joints with actual size

metal plates in the calculations for comparison). As the translational stiffnesses are

proportional to the plate-wood contact area, and the rotational stiffness is closely related

to the geometric configuration of the plate-wood contact area, this simplification by using

an average plate-wood contact area may lead to significant modeling errors for MPC

parallel-chord trusses. It is recommended that the exact plate-wood contact area be 1

included in a future study to more accurately model the parallel-chord trusses.

The measured MOE (King and Wheat 1987) for each truss member was input to

the model. The input parameters for the ETABS model for truss 1.1 are shown in

Appendix F. The deflections along the bottom chords, and member axial forces and

bending moments from the test results and the ETABS semi-rigid model for truss series 1

are compared in Tables 4.4eto Table 4.6. For truss series 2 and 3, the comparisons are

given in Appendix E. The Model / Test values in these tables refer to the ratio of

predicted to tested values. The sign convention for axial force in the comparison is:

positive for tension and negative for compression. The sign convention

for bending moment is positive for lower fiber in tension and negative for lower fiber in

compression. Typical joints and members are chosen from the reference.

From Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, the following can be observed:

1. The predicted deflections using the semi-rigid joint ETABS model are, in most

cases, within 15% of the corresponding experimental deflections for parallel chord truss

series 1. In some cases, the predicted deflections are very close to the test results, for
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example, the difference between predicted and test deflections at the bottom center line of

truss 1.1 is only 3%.

2. The semi-rigid joint ETABS model predicts axial forces within 20 percent of

the experimental results for all truss members in parallel-chord truss series 1, including

trusses 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, and most are within 10%. For bending moment, some

members show a small difference between the experimental and predicted value, while

some members show a very large difference. The large difference in bending moments

may be caused by the errors in test data, as well as the differences in locations where the

bending moments are measured between test and model (the exact locations where

bending moments were measured in the tests were not given), as bending moments are

not constant along the truss members.

Table 4.3 Deflection Comparisons for Parallel-Chord Truss Series 1 Tested by King and
Wheat (1987)

Joint Deflection (inch) at (Figure 4.1)
Joint # H G Centerline F I E

Truss 1.1

Test 0.076 0.115 0.118 0.116 0.076
Semi-Rigid Model 0.075 0.112 0.115 0.111 0.073

Model / Test 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.96

Truss 1.2

Test 0.088 0.144 0.154 0.148 0.093

Semi-Rigid Model 0.078 0.116 0.119 0.113 0.073

Model/Test 0.89 0.81 0.77 0.77 0.78

Truss 1.3

Test 0.080 0.122 0.126 0.123 0.082

Semi-Rigid Model 0.069 0.103 0.107 0.103 0.067

Model/Test 0.86 0.84 0.85 0.84 0.82



Table 4.4 Axial Force Comparisons for Parallel-Chord Truss Series 1 Tested by King and
Wheat (1987)

Table 4.5 Bending Moment Comparisons for Parallel-Chord Truss Series 1 Tested by
King and Wheat (1987)
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Truss Chord Axial Force (lbs)
Member # 4 7 8 9 114 115 116 I 21 22 I 23

Truss 1.1

Test -1482 495 1191 1414 -775 462 -510 -475 462 -649
Semi-Rigid Model -1444 596 1343 1565 -714 469 -457 -476 452 -703

Model/Test 0.97 1.20 1.13 1.11 0.92 1.02 0.90 1.00 0.99 1.08

Truss 1.2

Test -1483 532 1317 1534 -734 473 -420 -522 416 -820
Semi-Rigid Model -1428 593 1336 1554 -713 464 -453 -485 436 -684

Model/Test 0.96 1.11 1.01 1.01 0.97 0.98 1.08 0.93 1.05 0.83

Truss 1.3

Test -1549 610 1296 1411 -727 457 -406 -470 481 -668
Semi-Rigid Model -1443 597 1341 1566 -716 466 -457 -477 451 -701

Model /Test 0.93 0.99 1.03 1.11 0.98 1.02 1.13 1.01 0.94 1.05

Member #
Bending Moment (lbs.in) aat (Figure 4.1):

4 7 8 9 14 I 15 I 16 21 I 22 23

Truss 1.1

Test 146 130 -46 65 -64 -10 76 12 -11 -47
Semi-Rigid Model 155 72 77 81 -8 16 15 13 2 -48

Model/Test 1.06 0.55 -1.67 1.25 0.13 -1.60 0.20 1.08 -0.18 1.02

Truss 1.2

Test 97 120 -77 141 2 17 4 -78 40 34
Semi-Rigid Model 129 82 92 100 9 18 15 15 2 -45

Model/Test 1.33 0.68 -1.19 0.71 4.50 1.06 3.75 -0.19 0.05 -1.32

Truss 1.3

Test 163 127 -3 79 18 27 -20 -30 39 35

Semi-Rigid Model 134 72 80 75 8 12 12 13 1 -44

Model / Test 0.82 0.57 -27 0.95 0.44 0.44 -0.6 -0.43 0.03 -1.26



4.2 Strength Verification

The strengths for 24 trusses tested individually outside of roof assemblies are

compared with the strengths predicted by the semi-rigid connection ETABS model shown

in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. These trusses were made of Southern Pine 2 by 4 No.2 lumber

and were tested at the FPL by Wolfe et al. (1986). Since the trusses were overplated at

joints by Wolfe et al. (1986) to force failure in the wood members, only wood member

failure criteria are used, as introduced in section 3.4. Truss strengths are found by

increasing the uniformly-distributed loading gradually until the trusses fail, and the total

load applied at the time the trusses fail is used as the truss strength/ The failed member in

each tested truss is also compared with the predicted member failure from the truss

model. Joint failure is not considered in the strength modeling here, because Wolfe et al.

(1986) overplated the heel joints and bottom chord tension splice joint with 16-gauge

MCPs to cause failure in the wood members. The truss member numbering is as follows

(Figure 3.1): TC1, TC2, TC3 and TC4 are the four top chord members, BC1 and BC2

are the two bottom chord members, and WB1, WB2, WB3 and WB4 are the four web

members. Table 4.6 shows the strength and member failure comparisons where the term

"model" refers to the semi-rigid joint model used in this study. The numbers shown in

parenthesis are the differences between predicted and test mean strengths divided by test

mean strengths.

From Table 4.6, the differences between mean predicted and test strengths are

4.7%, 4.9% and 17.2% of test mean strength for 3:12 slope trusses with low, medium

and high MOE, respectively; and the differences between mean predicted and test
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N/A: Not Available From Test Report

Table 4.6 Strength and Member Failure Comparisons for M1PC Fink Trusses Tested at the
FPL (Wolfe et al. 1986)
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Truss Strength (lbs) Failed Member Truss Strength (lbs) Failed Member -

Test Model Test Model 1 Test Model Test Model

3L1 4620 4341 TC1 TC1 6L2 6010 6020 TC1 TC2

3L3 5000 4592 TC1 TC1 6L3 6010. 6702 TC1 TC1

3L5 4240 4263 TC4 TC4 6L5 6470 7059 TC2 TC2

3L7 5000 4782 BC2 TC4 6L7 6010 6269 TC1 TC1

Mean 4715 4495
(-4.7%)

Mean 6125 6513
(6.3%)

COY 6.7% 4.6% COV 3.3% 6.1%

3M1 6540 7053 BC1 TC1 6M1 10630 10448 N/A TC1

3M3 5780 6656 TC4 TC1 6M2 9240 10264 TC2 TC2

3M5 6540 6701 . TC1 TC1 6M4 9240 8121 TC2 TC3

3M7 7320 7052 TC1 TC1 6M7 9240 8121 TC1 TC2

Mean 6545 6866
(4.9%)

Mean 9588 9239
(-3.6%)

COY 8.3% 2.7% COY 6.2% 12.1%

3H2 7320 9641 WB2 TC1 6H1 11090 11825 WB3 TC2

3H4 8080 8927 WB2,3 TC4,1 6H2 7390 11493 WB3 TC1

3H6 7320 8302 BC1 TC1 6116 8780 12449 TC1 TC4

3H7 7320 8330 TC1 TC1 6117 9240 11547 TC4 TC4

Mean 7510 8800
(17.2%)

Mean 9125 11829
(21.6%)

COV 4.4% 6.2% COY 14.5% 3.2%
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strengths are 6.3%, 3.6% and 21.6% of test mean strength for 6:12 slope trusses with

low, medium and high MOE, respectively. The comparisons show that there are

relatively larger differences between predicted and test results for 6:12 slope trusses and

for trusses having wood members with high MOE. For 6:12 slope trusses with high

MOE, the test strength ranged from 7390 pounds to 11090 pounds. This large variation

in test strengths for 6:12 slope trusses with high MOE may reflect a higher variability of

wood properties. Also, 2 out of 4 3:12 slope trusses with high stiffness failed in the peak

joints, 2 out of 4 6:12 slope trusses with high stiffness failed in the web joints at the

bottom chord. But joint failures were not considered in the model's strength

determination as these trusses were overplated. If the joint failure criterion was included,

the predicted truss strengths for those trusses which failed at the joints might be closer to

the test strengths.

4.3 Load-Sharin2 Verification

Load-sharing results from two series of 28-foot-span, 2-foot-truss-spacing, nine-

truss roof systems tested at the FPL by Wolfe and McCarthy (1989) and Wolfe and

LaBissoniere (1991) were used to compare with load-sharing predicted by the truss

system model discussed in chapter 3. Although series 1 was overplated at the heel and

bottom-chord-tension-splice joints, the stifffiesses based on overplated joints are used for

both series in this project (the effects of this assumption, include both force distributions

and deflections of the trusses). These two series include:
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series 1:

assembly 1: 3:12 slope truss system with high stiffness variability.

assembly 2: 6:12 slope truss system with high stiffness variability.

series 2:

assembly 1: 3:12 slope truss system with low stiffness variability as for

conventional construction.

assembly 2: 6:12 slope truss system with low stiffness variability as for

conventional construction.

In the truss systems with low stiffness variability, one of the previously failed trusses,

tested outside the assembly, was sheathed with plywood and used as one of the exterior

trusses (truss 9). One truss was loaded at a time in the assembly with a uniform load at

the truss top chord, except for the exterior previously-failed trusses. The uniform load

was increased at a rate of approximately 50% of the truss design load per minute until

1.25 times the truss design load was reached. The vertical reaction forces at the two

supports of each truss were recorded when each individual truss was loaded. The load

distribution was found by dividing the sum of the vertical reactions for each truss by the

total applied load:

Load Distribution = (R1 + R2) / P (4.1)

This yields the load distributed to each truss when only one of the trusses is

loaded in the roof assembly.

In the above equation, R1 and R, are the vertical reactions at each truss inside the

assembly, and P is the total applied force to the individual truss inside the assembly.
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From the roof assembly tests, it was found that the load distribution defined by

equation (4.1) changed little within the design load range for each loading case when

different individual trusses are loaded in the roof assemblies (Wolfe and McCarthy 1989).

These two series of nine-truss roof assemblies are modeled using the truss system

model discussed in chapter 3. Moduli of elasticity for each wood truss member used in

the FPL assembly tests (Wolfe and McCarthy 1989, Wolfe and LaBissoniere 1991) are

input to the model. An example input file for a 3:12 slope truss assembly with

conventional construction is shown in Appendix E.

The experimental and predicted load-sharing are shown in Tables 4.7 to 4.10,

where the terms "Test" and "Model" refer to the test and predicted results, respectively

(the negative numbers in these tables refer to uplift reactions). The MOE values for wood

members in the exterior truss (made of failed truss) are arbitrarily increased five times to

model the very rigid truss sheathed with plywood usedin this test series.

Each row in these tables represents the load case when the corresponding truss is

uniformly loaded within the truss assembly. Columns show the percentage of load

distributed to each truss when one truss is individually loaded in the roof assembly. The

numbers shown in paretheses are the differences (%) between predicted and test load

distributed to the loaded trusses. These give a general measure of the accuracy of the

model's prediction of load-sharing.



Percentage Load Distribution

Table 4.7 Load-Sharing Comparison for 3:12 Slope Truss Assembly with High Stiffness
Variability Tested at the FPL (Wolfe and McCarthy 1989)
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'Truss

Loaded

Source Truss 1Truss 2Truss3 Truss 4 Truss Truss russ Truss 8 Truss9

Truss 9 Test -4 -4 -1 0 4 6 10 26 63

Model -1 -2 -2 -1 0 2 3 25 76 (13)

Truss 8 Test -2 -2 1 3 6 6 16 48 24

Model -1 -3 -2 2 9 10 16 35(-13) 34

Truss 7 Test -1 1 3 5 9 12 39 19 13

Model -2 -3 -2 5 18 17 g 9 (0) 20 7

Truss 6 Test 0 3 5 8 17 37 13 9 7

Model -2 1 4 11 23 28 (-9) 20 13 2

Truss 5 Test 1 5 7 18 45 11 6 6 3

Model -2 7 10 17 38 (-7) 13 11 7 -1

Truss 4 Test 5 10 12 44 16 5 4 3 0

Model 0 16 18 32(-12) 22 8 4 2 -2

Truss 3 Test 10 20 38 20 7 3 2 1 -1

Model 4 25 37 (-1) 22 16 3 -2 -2

Truss 2 Test 20 49 16 11 6 2 0 -1 -3

Model 27 45 (-4) 14 11 8 1 -2 -2 -2

Truss 1 Test 57 29 12 10 3 0 -1 -4 -8

Model 65 (-8) 40 2 1 -2 -1 -2 -2 -1

..



Percentage Load Distribution

Table 4.8 Load-Sharing Comparison for 6:12 Slope Truss Assembly with High Stiffness
Variability Tested at the FPL (Wolfe and McCarthy 1989)
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Truss Source Truss 1Truss 2Truss3 Truss 4Truss 5Truss 6Truss 7Truss 8Truss9
,

Loaded
Truss 9 Test -5 -4 -1 1 4 6 7 27 65

Model -1 -3 -2 -1 1 2 4 28 72 (7)

Truss 8 Test -3 -2 1 4 6 6 17 41 29

Model -2 -3 -2 3 9 10 15 36 (-5) 34

Truss 7 Test 0 2 3 6 6 10 41 16 16

Model -3 -2 -1 6 17 18 36(-5) 20 9

Truss 6 Test 1 3 5 7 16 34 13 10 10

Model -2 2 4 11 21 28 (-6) 18 13 5

Truss 5 Test 3 7 7 16 39 11 7 7 5

Model -1 8 10 17 35 (-4) 13 11 7

Truss 4 Test 8 10 13 41 15 4 5 4 2

Model 3 15 17 32 (-9) 20 8 5 2 -2

Truss 3 Test 11 21 39 18 7 3 2 1 -2

Model 7 23 35 (-4) 21 16 4 -1 -2 -3

Truss 2 Test 25 44 15 13 7 2 1 -1 -6

Model 29 42 (-2) 14 12 8 2 -2 -3

Truss 1 Test 58 25 12 12 5 1 -1 -4 -8

Model 66 (-8) 36 3 2 1 -1 -3 -2 -2



Percentage Load Distribution
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Table 4.9 Load-Sharing Comparison for 3:12 Slope Conventional Truss Assembly Tested
at the FPL (Wolfe and LaBissoniere 1991)

Truss Source Truss 1Truss 2 Truss3 Truss Truss Truss 6 Truss Truss 8 Truss9

Loaded
Truss 8 Test -1 -1 1 2 4 7 14 39 34

Model -2 -1 -1 2 6 10 19 27(-12) 41

Truss 7 Test 1 1 2 5 6 13 41 14 18

Model -2 -1 -1 5 11 18 44 (3) 17 9

Truss 6 Test 1 4 4 7 12 40 15 7 9

Model -2 2 6 11 16 28(-12) 25 11 3

Truss 5 Test 3 6 8 13 37 16 11 4 3

Model -2 7 14 17 29 (-8) 15 15 6 -1

Truss 4 Test 7 10 15 37 15 7 5 3 0

Model 1 13 24 31 (-6) 16 10 6 1 -2

Truss 3 Test 11 21 40 17 7 5 1 0 -2

Model 5 20 43 (3) 21 11 5 -1 -1 -3

Truss 2 Test 20 52 15 10 6 3 1 -3 -5

Model 31 37(-15) 19 11 6 2 -2 -1 -3

Truss 1 Test 58 28 12 8 3 0 -1 -2 -5

Model 70 (12) 31 4 2 0 -1 -3 -1 -2



Percentage Load Distribution

Table 4.10 Load-Sharing Comparison for 6:12 Slope Conventional Truss Assembly
Tested by the FPL (Wolfe and Lallissoniere 1991)
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'Truss

Loaded

Source Truss 1Truss 2Truss3 Truss 4 Truss 5Truss 6 Truss Truss 8 Truss 9

Truss 8 Test -2 -2 1 2 6 11 15 42 27

Model -2 -2 -2 2 7 12 16 32(-10) 37

Truss 7 Test 1 1 3 4 7 17 38 16 15

Model -2 -2 -1 5 14 20 39(1) 18 9

Truss 6 Test 2 4 6 5 14 42 13 9 7

Model -2 2 6 10 18 30(-12) 20 12 4

Truss 5 Test 2 6 8 13 38 17 7 5 3

Model -1 7 13 16 31 (-7) 16 12 7 -1

Truss 4 Test 7 10 17 33 18 9 5 3 1

Model 1 14 22 30 (-3) 17 10 5 2 -1

Truss 3 Test 13 18 40 14 8 7 ' 3 1 -2

Model 5 21 42 (2) 19 12 6 -1 -1 -3

Truss 2 Test 22 44 18 9 7 5 0 -2 -4

Model 29 39 (-5) 19 12 6 2 -2 -2 -3

Truss 1 Test 56 28 16 9 4 1 -2 -5 -8

Model 66 (10) 34 5 3 0 -1 -3 -2 -2
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Comparing the predicted with the experimental load-sharing, the maximum

percentage difference (of absolute values) between test and predicted values for load

distributed to the loaded trusses is 13% with an average value (averaged over absolute

values) of 7% for the truss assemblies with high stiffness variability for both 3:12 and 6:12

slopes, and 15% for the conventional truss assemblies with an average value of 8% for

both 3:12 and 6:12 slopes. These average values give a general evaluation of the model's

prediction of load distribution. The general trend of load distribution as shown in these

tables is consistent between test and predicted results (the load distributed to the unloaded

trusses decreases away from the loaded truss in a similar fashion for both test and

predicted values).

The predicted loads carried by loaded end trusses (trusses 1 and 9 for truss

assemblies with high stiffness variability) are higher than the test results. For middle

trusses, in most cases, the predicted loads carried by loaded trusses are less than the test

values. Comparing gaps in the actual placement of plywood sheathing on the nine-truss

system (Figure 3.13) with the pin joints in the sheathing beam elements in the system

model (Figure 3.15), it can be found that there are "two complete gaps" ("complete"

refers to a separation between two plywood sheathing panels for the full length along the

shorter edges of the plywood sheathing) above truss 5 and "one and one half complete"

gaps ("half' refers to a separation for half the length over the shorter edges of the

plywood sheathing) above trusses 3 and 7 on one side of the truss system, but there is one

pin joint for sheathing beam elements above truss 5 and 2 pin joints for sheathing beam

elements above trusses 3, 7. The effects of gaps between the plywood sheathing is similar



to the sheathing beam discontinuous (pin) joints (there is no bending moment in the

sheathing beam at sheathing beam discontinuous joints and this reduces the load-

distributing effect of the plywood sheathing as does the gap between plywood sheets).

From the load-sharing comparison, it is obvious that the load-distributing effect of the

plywood sheathing is over-estimated for the middle trusses and under-estimated for the

end trusses in the truss system model. For future studies, it is recommended that four

sheathing beam elements be used in the truss system model to model the four rows of

plywood sheathing on each side of the truss system and locate the sheathing beam

discontinuous joints at the actual gaps in the plywood sheathing.

4.4 Load-Sharin2 Study

Two nine-truss roof systems with the same geometric configurations as the roof

systems used for load-sharing verification (Wolfe et al. 1986), one for 3:12 slope and the

other for 6:12 slope, are modeled using randomly generated modulus of elasticity (MOE)

values from the program discussed in chapter 3. The corresponding truss system model

was discussed in chapter 3 with 15/32-in, plywood sheathing and joint spring stiffnesses as

provided in Appendix A. Composite action was also included as explained in chapter 3.

Each roof system is loaded uniformly with a 10 psf load to study load-sharing

characteristics of MPC truss systems. Tables 4.11 and 4.12 show the average MOE

values for truss top and bottom chords, within-assembly truss stifthesses, and load-

sharing of the simulated 3:12 and 6:12 slope roof systems, respectively. Based on the
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consideration that web members provide less contribution to truss stiffness than chord

members, only the MOE values for truss top and bottom chord members are used

Table 4.11 Average MOE of Chord Members, Within-Assembly Stifthesses and Load-
Sharing of a Simulated 3:12 Slope, 28-Foot-Span, Nine-Truss Roof System

Table 4.12 Average MOE of Chord Members, Within-Assembly Stiffiiesses and Load-
Sharing of a Simulated 6:12 Slope, 28-Foot-Span, Nine-Truss Roof System

to calculate the average MOE of the truss. The within-assembly truss stiffness is defined

as the sum of the vertical reaction forces at the two supports divided by the average truss

deflection (which is the average of the deflections at the ridge joint and the two web joints
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russ Location 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

P,Average MOE of
',Chord Members
, (106 psi)

1.408 1.521 1.430 1.044 1.371 1.565 1.380 1.599 1.296

Within-Assembly
Stiffness (1b/in)

4550 4331 4202 3248 3798 4239 3881 4659 3432

,

Load-Sharing (%) 11.4 11.4 11.7 9.2 10.8 11.8 10.8
,

13.1 9.9

russ Location 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

verage MOE of
hord Members

(106 psi)

1.205 1.668 1.196 1.291 1.298 1.281 1.570 1.406 1.217

ithin-Assembly.
Stiffness (1b/in)

13052 10644 8995 9631 9027 9257 9810 9268 7337

oad-Sharing (%) 12.2 10.7 9.9 10.9 10.6 11.2 12.2 12.0 10.1
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at the bottom chord). Load-sharing in these tables is the percentage of load distributed to

each truss inside the roof system. Locations for trusses 1 to 9 are shown in Figure 3.15.

A comparison between average MOE of the truss chord members, within-

assembly truss stiffnesses and load-sharing is conducted only for the five interior trusses.

End trusses 1, 2, 8, and 9 are excluded from the comparison because of different

boundary conditions for the end trusses as compared with inner trusses (for the end

trusses 1, 2, 8, and 9, there are less numbers of trusses involved in load-sharing as

compared with the inner trusses). Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show a graphical comparison of

average MOE, within-assembly stiffness and load-sharing for 3:12 and 6:12 slope roof

truss systems, respectively. These figures show normalized values, which are the

predicted values for each interior truss divided by the average of the predicted values for

the five interior trusses.

From these figures, it can be seen that for interior trusses within roof systems,

the load carried by a given truss increases with increased within-assembly stiffness of the

truss, which in turn increases with increased average MOE of the chord members in most

cases. Also, the load-sharing curve for the 3:12 slope roof system (Figure 4.3) is less flat

than that for the 6:12 slope roof system (Figure 4.4). This may be explained by the

smaller cross sectional area of the plywood sheathing in the 3:12 slope roof system (same

thickness of plywood sheathing for both 3:12 and 6:12 slope truss systems, but smaller

width for 3:12 slope truss system due to shorter top chord). The smaller cross sectional

area of plywood sheathing reduces the axial and bending stiffnesses of the sheathing beam
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element, and thus, has less load-distributing effect from the plywood sheathing. With

less load-sharing effect from plywood sheathing in 3:12 slope roof systems, the

interaction among trusses in the roof system is weaker compared with that in the 6:12

slope roof systems. In this case, because of the stronger influence of the relatively high

variability of MOE for the wood members, trusses in 3:12 slope roof systems show higher

variability of within-assembly stiffnesses. The high variability of within-assembly stiffness

in 3:12 slope truss systems causes the high variability in load-sharing for each individual

truss in the 3:12 slope truss system.

Through the model verification study conducted in this chapter, general

agreement between test and predicted deflections, axial forces, bending moments, and

strengths for MPC trusses, and load-sharing for MPC truss systems were observed. The

predicted mean deflections for 3:12 and 6:12 slope trusses within low, medium, and high

stiffness groups are close to the means of experimental results. The predicted axial forces,

in most cases, are close to the experimental results. For bending moments, large

differences between test and predicted values for some members are observed, this

suggests that accurate test data, especially the exact locations where the bending

moments are measured, together with model stiffnesses based on actual joint

configurations, are needed. Strength comparisons shows that, if joint failures are taken

into account for those the FPL trusses (Wolfe et al., 1986), the predicted truss strengths

will be closer to the test strengths. Load-sharing comparisons show that improvement in

the model's prediction of load-sharing is needed, and this may be accomplished by using
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four sheathing beam elements instead of three sheathing beam elements on each side of the

MPC truss system model and modeling the gaps between plywood sheathing more closely

by locating the sheathing beam discontinuous joints at the same positions as the gaps

between plywood sheets.



5. STRENGTH SIMULATIONS

In this chapter, Monte-Carlo simulations are conducted to investigate strengths

for MPC trusses and truss systems are discussed. Monte-Carlo simulation is an important

technique for characterizing and predicting the performance of structural systems. The

proper use of Monte-Carlo simulation depends on factors such as the accuracy of the

computer model in representing the real structure. A calibrated computer model is

needed in order to generate results similar to those from physical tests of actual structures.

In this way, Monte-Carlo simulation can save human and natural resources by reducing

the need for large numbers of costly and time-consuming full-scale tests. Owing to the

complex behavior of many structures, a perfectly calibrated computer model will

generally not be available and the simulated results reflect the limitations of the computer

model. The models for1VIPC trusses and truss systems used for simulation are discussed

in chapter 3.

5.1 Strength Simulations

The simulated trusses and roof systems have the same configurations as those

tested by Wolfe et al. (1986), Wolfe and McCarthy (1989), and Wolfe and LaBissoniere

(1991), with 3:12 and 6:12 slope, 28-foot-span, and 2-foot-truss-spacing. For all of

these simulations, 200 trusses or truss systems are simulated for each case (for one type

of simulation, Gupta (1990) simulated 200 trusses, Mtenga (1991) simulated 100 trusses
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or truss systems). For each simulation, a constant 10 psf dead load is applied along the

bottom chords, which corresponds to 20 lbs/ft uniform load for a 2-foot truss spacing.

The following simulations were conducted in this study:

Simulation 1: Strength Simulation of Single Trusses.

3:12 slope truss with joint and wood member failure criteria

3:12 slope truss with wood member failure criteria (alone).

6:12 slope truss with joint and wood member failure criteria

6:12 slope truss with wood member failure criteria (alone).

The purpose of this simulation is to study the strength characteristics of individual

trusses outside of truss systems, and compare with the other simulations in this chapter to

study the strength differences between individual trusses inside and outside of truss

systems, and between individual trusses and truss systems.

Simulation 2: Strength Simulation of Truss Systems.

Fully-loaded 3:12 slope truss system with joint and wood member

failure criteria.

Fully-loaded 3:12 slope truss system with wood member failure

criteria (alone).

Fully-loaded 6:12 slope truss system with joint and wood member

failure criteria.

Fully-loaded 6:12 slope truss system with wood member failure

criteria (alone).
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In a fully-loaded truss system, all trusses are loaded uniformly with the same

loading. When any one of the trusses fails, the truss system is treated as failed.

The purpose of this simulation is to study the strength characteristics for truss systems and

also to compare with simulation 1 to study the strength difference.

Simulation 3: Strength Simulation of Individually-Loaded Trusses inside of the

Truss Systems.

Individually-loaded trusses inside 3:12 slope truss system with wood

member failure criteria (alone).

Individually-loaded trusses inside 6:12 slope truss system with wood

member failure criteria (alone).

By loading one truss at a time within the truss assembly in simulation 3, "tributary

strengths" (defined in section 5.1.2) are found. Thus, simulation 3 is only a theoretical

loading case, and it is only used to find the tributary strength increase for trusses at

different locations within nine-truss truss assemblies due to load-sharing from plywood

sheathing, which distributes the load from the loaded truss to the unloaded trusses. Also,

this simulation may be used to study the strength characteristic of trusses in truss systems

under localized truss loading. From the simulation results shown in the following section,

the trusses are found to have a significant strength increase for this particular loading case.

Simulation 4: Strength Simulation of Middle Trusses inside of Nine-Truss

Systems.

Middle truss inside fully-loaded 3:12 slope roof truss system.

Middle truss inside fully-loaded 6:12 slope roof truss system.
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In this simulation, all trusses within the truss system are loaded and only the

strengths of the middle trusses are examined. These simulations are used to find the

strength difference for trusses inside and outside roof systems when the same failure

criteria are used. The middle trusses inside of nine-truss systems will most likely

characterize the strength behavior of trusses with multiple trusses on both sides in roof

systems that are made of more than nine trusses (both have approximately same numbers

of trusses involving in load-sharing). Through comparing the simulated middle truss

strengths in nine-truss roof systems with the simulated individual truss strength, the

strength difference between trusses inside and outside truss systems will be discussed.

Mtenga's (1991) study of MPC roof systems reported that the system behavior is

relatively insensitive to the sheathing properties. For roof system simulations,

deterministic properties of plywood sheathing for the roof assemblies tested by Wolfe and

LaBissoniere (1991) are used. For all simulations, serviceability (deflection) was not

checked.

A computer software VTFIT (Cooke et al. 1993) is used to fit a probability

distribution to the simulated strength data. Since the following discussions are based on

means and coefficients of variation of simulated strengths, the parameters from the fitted

normal distributions are used in this project.

5.1.1 Strength Simulations of Single Trusses

Strength simulations of single trusses are conducted using joint and wood member

failure criteria and wood member failure criteria alone (as explained in section 3.4). The
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purpose of these two separate simulations is to find the strength behavior for MPC trusses

when joint failures are not prevented and also when joint failures are prevented, and to

find the strength increase for individual trusses if joint failures are prevented. By

comparing the simulation result where only wood member failure criteria is used with the

simulation result where both wood and joint failure criteria are used, the strength

improvement by overplating of the critical MPC joints can be approximately found.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the results of 200 simulations for 28-foot-span, 3:12 and 6:12

slope Fink trusses, respectively. In these tables, ilJefers to the mean value, v refers to

the coefficient of variation, and R51 refers to the 5% exclusion limit from the strength

probability distribution (normal distribution). The 5% exclusion limits are used to find

strength increase factors as will be discussed in section 5.2.

For a wood roof system with a design dead load of lOpsf and a design live load of

30 psf, the design load for a 28-foot-span, 2-foot-spacing, single truss is 2240 pounds

(.40 psf x 2 ft. x 28 ft.). The design truss load is lower than the corresponding simulated

truss strength as shown in tables 5.1 and 5.2.

From tables 5.1 and 5.2, it can be seen that the predominant failure mode for

3:12 and 6:12 trusses is heel joint failure when joint failure criteria was also used. Heel

joint failure in this project is defined as the top chord force exceeding the top chord force

at failure from the actual heel joint test. The predominant heel joint failure mode for

simulated trusses may be explained by relatively higher compressive forces at truss top

chords for Fink trusses and relatively lower strength of heel joint.



Table 5.1 Strength Simulations of 200 3:12 Slope, 28-Foot-Span Fink Trusses
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Table 5.2 Strength Simulations of 200 6:12 Slope, 28-Foot-Span Fink Trusses

Simulations 1(a) and 1(c) show that the 3:12 slope trusses have a larger number of

heel joint failures compared with 6:12 slope trusses. Under the same loading, the top

chord compressive forces are P/sin(03112) and P/sin(06112), respectively, for 3:12 and 6:12

slope trusses, where P is the vertical reaction force at the support, and 03/11 (=14.00) and

06/12 (= 26.60) are the slopes for 3:12 and 6:12 trusses, respectively. Because 03/12 is

Sim. No. Failure Criteria p, (pounds) v(%) R51 (pounds)
,

Failure Mode and Frequency

la Joint and Wood

Member Failure

3606 10 3006 Heel Joint Failure (99%)
Top Chord near Heel Joint

Failure (1%)

lb Wood Member

Failure

5332 16 3829 Top Chord near Heel

Joint Failure (56%).

Bottom Chord near Heel

Joint Failure (44%)

I -S im. No. Failure Criteria g (pounds) v(%) R51 (pounds) Failure Mode and Frequency
lc Joint and Wood

Member Failure

5525 12 4457 Heel Joint Failure (83%)

Top Chord near Heel Joint

Failure (17%)

ld

i

Wood Member

Failure

7766 19 5312 Top Chord near Heel

Joint Failure (80%).

Bottom Chord near Heel

Joint Failure (20%)
,
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smaller than 96/12, the top chord compressive force for a 3:12 slope truss is, therefore,

higher than that for a 6:12 slope truss. For the simulated trusses, heel joint strength

(from 5:12-slope-joint test results) is assumed to be the same for 3:12 and 6:12 slope

trusses (section 3.4), so the larger compressive force at the top chord for 3:12 slope

trusses will lead to the larger number of heel joint failure in 3:12 slope trusses, as

observed in the simulated results. The higher number of heel joint failures for simulated

3:12 slope trusses may explain why the simulated 3:12 slope trusses are usually weaker

than 6:12 slope trusses.

Also shown in these tables, the coefficient of variation for simulated truss strength

using the wood member failure criterion alone is higher than that using both wood and

joint failure criteria. The coefficients of variation for heel joint, bottom chord tension

splice joint and web at the bottom chord joints strengths used in the simulation are 0.06,

0.18 and 0.17, respectively; and the coefficients of variation for bending strength, tensile

and compressive strength for wood truss members are 0.32, 0.44 and 0.18 (section 3.3.2),

respectively. The larger coefficients of variation for strength properties of the wood truss

members may explain the higher variability in truss strength when only the wood member

failure criterion is used.

From these tables, it can be seen that the mean strength increases for simulated

3:12 and 6:12 slope trusses are 48%
5332 3606

) and 41%
7766 5525

3606 5525

respectively, when joint failure is prevented. Because of the larger number of heel joint

failures in 3:12 slope trusses than in 6:12 slope trusses, when heel joint failures are

prevented, the 3:12 slope trusses have a higher strength increase than the 6:12 slope
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trusses. This suggests that, if larger metal-plates are used at the heel joints for both 3:12

and 6:12 Fink trusses to prevent joint failures, simulated truss strengths will be increased

about 48% and 41% for the 3:12 slope trusses and 6:12 slope trusses, respectively.

The simulation results using the wood member failure criteria alone show the same

trend (mean truss strength is lower for 3:12 slope trusses) as for the test strengths of

trusses (Wolfe et al. 1986) when heel joints and the bottom-chord-tension-splice joint are

overplated. In those tests of 3:12 and 6:12 slope trusses by Wolfe et al. (1986), mean

strengths for 3:12 slope trusses with low, medium and high MOE were found to be

47151bs, 6545 lbs, and 7510, respectively; the corresponding mean strengths for 6:12

slope trusses are 6010 lbs, 9588 lbs, and 9125 lbs, respectively; and coefficients of

variation for the strength of 3:12 and 6:12 slope trusses were found to be 0.19 and 0.22,

respectively. The higher strengths for trusses tested by Wolfe et al. (1986) can be

explained by the higher MOE for truss members (average MOE = 1.74 106 psi) compared

with that for the simulated trusses (average MOE = 1.41 106 psi). The higher coefficients

of variation for truss strengths tested by Wolfe et al. (1986) can be explained by the higher

variability in wood mechanical properties (wood members include low, medium and high

MOE) used for those trusses and the smaller numbers of trusses tested (12 for each group

of 3:12 and 6:12 slope trusses). This simulation shows that wood member failure criteria

is appropriate for overplated trusses. However, joint and wood member failure criteria

for simulating truss strength is more appropriate because actual truss could fail either in

joints or wood members.



5.1.2 Strength Simulations of Roof Truss Systems

This simulation is conducted to investigate the strengths of nine-truss roof systems

using joint and wood member failure criteria, as well as wood member failure criteria

alone. The roof systems are loaded uniformly, and a failure check is conducted for each

truss as the roof loading is increased gradually. Based on the weakest-link theory used in

this project, the total tributary load (same for all trusses) applied to the failed truss is used

as the roof system strength.

Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show simulation results from nine-truss roof systems using

these two different failure criteria for 3:12 and 6:12 slope truss systems, respectively.

Note that R5s is the 5% exclusion limit from the strength probability distribution (normal

distribution). Here the subscript 's' refers to the parameters for a roof truss system.

Strength values in these tables are called "tributary strengths" in this project, and are

defined as the tributary load (lbs) to an interior truss inside a roof system at the time the

roof system fails.
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Table 5.3 Strength Simulations of 200 3:12 Slope 28-Foot-Span, Nine-Truss Roof
Systems

Sim. No. Failure Criteria 1.t (pounds) v (%) R5s (pounds)

2a Joint and Wood

Member Failure

2956 11 2412

2b Wood Member

Failure

4892 20 3099



Table 5.4 Strength Simulations of 200 6:12 Slope 28-Foot-Span, Nine-Truss Roof

Systems

The mean strength increases for 3:12 and 6:12 slope truss systems are 65%

4892 2956
(=

6477 4332
) and 50%

2956 4332
), respectively, comparing the simulations

using wood member failure criteria alone with those using both joint and wood member

failure criteria. This simulation result, together with the simulation result showing

predominantly heel joint failures, indicates that if heel joint failure is prevented,

simulated MPC trusses will enjoy significant strength increases.

The simulated roof system strengths shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 are less than the

corresponding individual truss strength as shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. By using the same

failure criteria (weakest-link theory) for both roof systems and single trusses, the roof

system strength is the strength of the weakest truss among the nine trusses that make up

the roof system. Statistically, the minimum of nine variables (strength of nine-truss

system) is less than the minimum of one variable (single truss strength) if these variables

are from the same population. Therefore, the predicted roof system strength is less than

the predicted individual truss strength if the same failure criteria is used for both. The

results obtained here is what one would expect due to the above argument. Thus, this

simulation is of not of direct practical value but provides a calibration of the simulation
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Sim. No Failure Criteria IA (pounds) V (%) R5s (pounds)

2c Joint and Wood

Member Failure

4332 14 3398

2d Wood Member

Failure

6477 18 5039



program. If some other failure criteria is used (such as two-member-failure or two-

adjacent-truss-failure) define truss system failure, truss system strength will be higher.

5.1.3 Strength Simulations of Individually-Loaded Truss inside Roof
Systems

Strength simulations for individually-loaded trusses at different locations within a

nine-truss roof system are conducted to find the strength of the loaded truss inside a roof

system resulting from the load-sharing effect of the roof sheathing in distributing loading

from the loaded truss to the unloaded trusses. For these simulations, trusses at different

locations within the truss system are loaded individually (load applied to only one truss at

a time) and strengths for the loaded trusses are found. Although this loading is not a

realistic design loading, it is similar to the loading used by Wolfe et al. (1986) to find

load-sharing of truss systems.

The failure criteria used in this and the next section includes both joint and wood

member failure. These simulations are used to study the strength difference for individual

trusses inside and outside truss system under the same failure criteria. Therefore, only one

set of failure criteria - joint and wood member failure criteria was used.

Table 5.5 shows the simulated truss strengths for individually-loaded trusses at the

locations of trusses 9 (end truss) and 5 (middle truss) in a 3:12 slope roof system.

Table 5.6 shows the simulated truss strengths for individually-loaded trusses at the

locations of trusses 9 (end truss), 8, 7 6 and 5 (middle truss), respectively, in a 6:12

slope roof system (see Figure 3.13 for truss locations). The strength parameters in these
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Table 5.5 Strength Simulations of Individually-Loaded Trusses for 200 3:12 Slope Roof
Systems (Simulation No. 3a)
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tables are "tributary strengths" (outside parentheses) and "reaction strengths" (inside

parentheses). "Reaction strength" is defined here as the sum of the vertical reactions at

the two supports of the loaded truss at the time the truss fails. R5i5 is the 5% exclusion

limit from the strength probability distribution for the loaded truss inside the roof system.

The symbol 'i' refers to the parameters for an individual truss inside the roof system.

"tributary strength" is used to find the loading capacity for trusses loaded individually

inside of a truss system. "reaction strength" can be treated as the truss strength without

load-sharing and it is expected to be close to the individual truss strength. Due to the

load-sharing effect in truss systems, "tributary strengths" are expected to be higher than

the "reaction strengths" for trusses in the same locations within truss systems. In this

simulation, only "reaction strength" for middle truss (truss 5) is examined to provide a

basic check for these expected results. The simulated "reaction strength" (3836 lbs) for

truss 5 in 3:12 slope truss system, for example, is less than the corresponding simulated

"tributary strength" (12807 lbs) and close to the simulated individual truss strength (3606

lbs).

Simulation
dentification

pt (pounds) V (%) R515 (pounds)

Truss 9 4865 14 3738

Truss 5 12807 (3836) 18 (16) 9053 (2797)



Table 5.6 Strength Simulations of Individually-Loaded Trusses for 200 6:12 Slope Roof
Truss Systems (Simulation No. 3b)

From these tables, it is clear that the simulated tributary truss strengths increase

from the end truss to the middle truss. This is caused by the number of trusses involve in

load-sharing, which increases from the loaded end truss to the loaded middle truss and

therefore, there is an increasing load-sharing effect in moving from the end truss to the

middle truss.

5.1.4 Strength Simulations of the Middle Truss inside Fully-Loaded Roof
Systems

Strength simulations for the middle truss (truss 5) in a fully-loaded nine-truss (all

trusses were loaded simultaneously) roof system are conducted using both joint and wood

member failure criteria (weakest link theory) to investigate the strength difference between

the truss loaded in the truss system (simulation No.4) and the truss loaded individually

(simulation No.1). For individual trusses outside truss systems, failure of any one

member failure defines the failure of the truss (weakest-link-theory). But for trusses in
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Simulation
Identification

1.t (pounds) v CVO R5is (pounds)

' Truss 9 7069 17 6021

Truss 8 14447 14 11138

Truss 7 20026 13 15828

Truss 6 21824 16 16104

Truss 5 ' 23428 (6236) 14(11) 18172 (4860)



Table 5.7 Strength Simulation of Middle Trusses for 200 3:12 and 6:12 Slope Fully-
Loaded Roof Systems
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of truss systems, because of higher redundancy, one member failure may not actually

cause the failure of the truss. Different failure criteria need to be applied for individual

trusses and trusses inside of truss systems. But, in this project, the study of strength

difference is based on the same failure criterion weakest link theory) for trusses inside and

outside of truss systems.

For each simulation, all of the trusses in the roof system are loaded, but a failure

check is conducted only for the middle truss (truss 5) to find the strength of that truss

inside the roof system. Parameters for 200 simulated "tributary strengths" (outside

parentheses) and "reaction strengths" (inside parentheses) are shown in Table 5.7, where

R5is is the 5% exclusion limit from the strength probability distribution (normal

distribution) of the middle truss inside a nine-truss roof system.

Compared with the simulated individual truss strengths using joint and wood

member failure criteria (1(a) & 1(c), shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2), the simulated

strength parameters for middle trusses inside fully-loaded roof systems are very close to

those of the individual trusses. To distinguish these two populations, a t-test was

conducted, based on the hypothesis that the two simulated strength populations have the

same mean to determine p-value. The smaller the p-value, the stronger is the evidence

Truss 5 1..1 (pounds) v (%) 11.51s (pounds)

3:12 Slope 3656 (3666) 11 (8) 2993 (3193)

6:12 Slope 5356 (5146) 14 (12) 4106 (4108)
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that the hypothesis is incorrect. The p-values for comparing these two populations were

found to be 0.96 and 0.99 for 3:12 slope and 6:12 trusses, respectively. This shows that

it is likely, for both 3:12 and 6:12 slope trusses, that the two reaction strength

populations of middle trusses inside fully-loaded roof systems and individually-loaded

trusses have the same mean value. Although, intuitively, the failure of one truss member

should not define the failure of that truss inside a truss system, by using the weakest-link

theory, the first-member failure defines the truss failure in an assembly and also assembly

failure. Thus, this simulation comparison indicates that, if a weakest-link theory is used

for both the individual trusses and trusses inside a roof system, no significant strength

increase will be obtained. Also, the simulated "reaction strength" and coefficient of

variation for the middle truss inside of 3:12 slope roof system are 3666 lbs and 8%, and

the corresponding simulated results for 3:12 slope individual trusses are 3606 lbs and

10%. This result indicates that the strength behavior of a simulated middle truss inside of

a truss system is very close to the behavior of the individual truss strength.

Moreover, from a load-sharing study of 3:12 and 6:12 nine-truss roof systems

with high stiffness variability tested at the FPL (Wolfe and McCarthy 1989, shown in

Tables 4.7 and 4.8 in this project), the percentage loads distributed to the middle truss

inside the roof system, for the 3:12 and 6:12 slope roof systems are 13% and 12% (13 =

(4+6+6+9+17+45+16+7+6+3)19 and 12 = (4+6+6+16+39+15+7+7+5)19 by using

superposition from Tables 4.7 and 4.8) , respectively, when all trusses inside the roof

system are loaded (15% and 14%, respectively, predicted by truss system model) . The

average load distribution without load-sharing is 11% (here, all trusses are loaded with
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the same load, therefore, "tributary" load to the middle truss is the actually applied load

to the middle truss, which is 1/9). This shows that, for the two tested roof systems, the

middle truss is subjected to a slightly higher distributed load than the average tributary

load. The loading is not significantly distributed from the middle truss to the other

trusses when all trusses are loaded in the tested truss assemblies. (This may be explained

by the fact that the middle trusses in tested 3:12 and 6:12 slope truss assemblies are from

the high MOE group, and therefore, the distributed loads to the middle trusses in these

two assemblies are slightly higher the tributary load because of the higher stiffnesses of

the middle trusses). Thus, it is very likely that the reaction strength populations for the

middle truss inside fully-loaded truss systems have the same mean as that of individually-

loaded trusses. This simulation result indicates that, without including the effect of

higher redundancy for trusses inside of truss systems, the strengths of trusses inside of

fully-loaded truss systems will be very close to the individual truss strengths. To more

realistically study the strengths of trusses inside of truss systems, a failure criterion

instead of weakest-link theory needs to be developed for trusses inside of truss systems.

5.2 Strength Increase Factor

In the current design method for metal-plate-connected roof truss systems, the

strengths of wood truss members are usually taken as the 5% exclusion value from the

probability strength distribution (5% exclusion value corresponds to the values in the

population such that the probability for all values in the population less than that value is

5%), adjusted by appropriate factors to account for the differences between the test and
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the design value (these factors are used to reflect the difference between test and in-use

conditions, such as moisture content (C.), duration of load (Cd), and repetitive use (CO,

etc.). The strength increase factor considering load-sharing and partial composite action

therefore is also related here to the 5% exclusion limits for strengths of trusses inside and

outside of roof systems to accommodate the current design method (Mtenga 1991).

The strength increase factor for trusses loaded inside a roof system compared with

trusses loaded outside a roof system can be defined as (Mtenga 1991):

4)i R5;3 / R51 (5.1)

where cki = Strength increase factor for truss i inside a nine-truss roof system

i = Truss location in nine-truss roof system

R5is = 5% exclusion limit from the probability "tributary strength"

distribution for trusses inside roof systems, as shown in Tables 5.5

and 5.6.

R5; = 5% exclusion limit from the "tributary strength" probability

distribution for an individual truss outside a roof system, as shown

in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

The 5% exclusion limit from the strength probability distribution for trusses inside

roof systems (R51s) in equation 5.1 refers to the strength of an individually-loaded truss

inside a roof system. The strength increase factor derived by this method accounts for the

strength increase owing to the system effect in distributing load from the loaded truss to

the unloaded trusses, and it is related to the location of the truss inside the roof system.
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For trusses at locations 9, 8, 7, 6 and 5 of a 6:12 slope roof system (Figure

3.15), the strength increase factors are, respectively:

= 6021/4457 = 1.35

= 11138/4457 = 2.50

4)7 = 15828/4457 = 3.55

4)6 = 16104/4457 = 3.61

4)5 = 18172/4457 = 4.08

For trusses at locations 9 and 5 of a 3:12 slope roof system, the strength increase

factors are, respectively:

4)= 3738 /3006= 1.24

4)5 = 9053/3006 = 3.01

The strengths used here are "tributary strengths", and they increase from the end

truss to the middle truss for the reason explained in section 5.1.3.

The trusses inside a 3:12 slope roof system have lower "tributary strength"

increase factors compared with the corresponding trusses inside a 6:12 slope roof system.

This is related to the fact that less load is distributed to adjacent trusses from a loaded

truss in a 3:12 slope roof system perhaps because of the smaller cross sectional area of

plywood sheathing in the 3:12 slope roof system and thus a smaller load-sharing effect for

plywood sheathing in the 3:12 slope roof system. (3:12 and 6:12 slope roof systems have

the same thickness of plywood sheathing. With the same truss span, the 3:12 slope roof

system has smaller slope than 6:12 slope roof system and therefore less length of plywood
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sheathing in the cross section. This causes the cross sectional area of plywood sheathing

in the 3:12 slope roof system to be smaller than that in the 6:12 slope roof system).

Mtenga (1991) used a different failure criteria to simulate truss systems. By

excluding the failed members from the global stiffness matrix of the truss system until the

resulting matrix is singular, the failure of truss system is considered to be reached. The

strength increase factors studied by Mtenga are equal to or greater than 1.15 for most

trusses.

5.3 Simulation Summary

From these simulations, the following observation can be made:

The predicted failure mode for 3:12 and 6:12 slope, 28-foot-span, individual

Fink trusses is predominantly heel joint failure, and more heel joints fail in 3:12 slope

trusses than in 6:12 slope trusses. Mean strength increases for 3:12 and 6:12 slope trusses

are 48% and 41%, respectively, comparing simulations with joint failure prevented

(wood member failure criteria alone) with those where joint failure is not prevented (both

wood member and joint failure criteria). The larger strength increase for 3:12 slope truss

is caused by the larger number of heel joint failures in 3:12 slope trusses than in 6:12 slope

trusses. When joint failure is prevented, 3:12 slope trusses enjoy a higher strength

increase.

Mean "tributary strength" increases for 3:12 and 6:12 slope nine-truss roof

systems are found to be 65% and 50%, respectively, comparing simulations with joint
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failures prevented with those where joint failure is not prevented. Here, the increases for

roof systems are higher than the increases for individual trusses.

Using a weakest-link theory, the simulated roof system strength is equal to the

strength of the weakest truss within the system. The mean value of the simulated roof

strengths, thus, is less than the mean value of the strength simulated for the individual

trusses. The significance of this simulation result is that the weakest-link theory is not an

appropriate failure criterion for roof systems with higher redundancy. Failure criteria

instead of a weakest-link theory are suggested in the recommendations for future research

part of this study.

The "tributary strength" increase factor, based on the 5% exclusion limit, for

trusses loaded individually inside a roof system versus outside a roof system depends on

the location of the truss within the roof system. For trusses 9 (end truss), 8, 7, 6, 5

(middle truss) in a 6:12 slope nine-truss roof system, the "tributary strength" increase

factors are 1.35, 2.50, 3.55, 3.61 and 4.08 respectively. For trusses 9 and 5 in a 3:12

slope nine-truss roof system, the "tributary strength" increase factors are 1.24 and 3.01,

respectively. These results indicate that, under a localized loading, trusses within truss

systems have significant increases in loading capacity, which result from the load-sharing

effect of truss systems. From these simulation results, the strength increases for 6:12

slope trusses are found to be higher than the corresponding 3:12 slope trusses (the reason

explained in section 5.2); and the tributary strengths increase from the end truss to the

middle truss (the reason explained in section 5.1.4.).



6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Summary

Computer models for metal-plate-connected (MPC) trusses and truss assemblies

were developed using a commercially available software, ETABS. This provided a

practical approach to model MPC trusses and roof truss systems with the widely-used

program. The models take into account the semi-rigid behavior of the heel joints and

bottom chord tension splice joint, partial composite action between the plywood

sheathing and truss top-chord members, the load-distributing effects of plywood

sheathing, and eccentricity at the heel joint.

Model verification included comparisons of predicted deflections, truss member

internal forces, truss strengths and load-sharing with experimental results from the

literature. Deflection comparisons show the average predicted deflections for 3:12 slope

trusses with low, medium and high stiffness values tested by Wolfe et al. (1986) are

within 2.3%, 11.9%, and 6.9%, respectively, of the corresponding experimental values;

the predicted mean displacements for 6:12 slope trusses with low, medium and high

stiffness values are within 11.6%, 13.7%, and 20.9%, respectively, of the

corresponding experimental values. Most of the predicted average deflections are within

7% of the test results. Member internal force comparisons for parallel-chord truss series 1

tested by King and Wheat (1987) show that, for axial forces, most predicted values are

within 10%; but for bending moments, large differences are observed for some members.

Strength comparisons show that the differences between mean predicted and test strengths
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are 4.7%, 4.9% and 17.2% of the mean strengths (Wolfe et al. 1986) for 3:12 slope

trusses with low, medium and high MOE, respectively; while the differences for 6:12

slope trusses are 6.3%, 3.6% and 21.6% of mean test strengths, respectively (Wolfe et al.

1986).

This comparison shows that the truss model is reasonable in predicting truss

strengths when failure criteria and failure mode for tested trusses agree. Load-sharing

comparisons show that the maximum percentage difference for the load distributed to the

loaded trusses between test and predicted values is between 0 and 13% for the truss

assemblies with high stiffness variability for both 3:12 and 6:12 slope trusses (Wolfe and

McCarthy 1989), and 1 to 15% for both 3:12 and 6:12 slope conventional truss systems.

The load sharing comparison is for the loading case when one of the trusses is loaded at a

time in the truss system. Although the load sharing comparison shows a relatively larger

difference between test and predicted results, for realistic loading - all trusses loaded in

the truss system at the same time, the load distribution difference will be reduced. For

example, when all trusses in a 3:12 slope truss assembly with high stiffness variability

were loaded, the test load carried by the middle truss is 13% (= (4+6+9+17+45+16+7+

6+3)19) from table 4.7), while the predicted load carried by the middle truss is 15%

(=(0+9+18+23+38+22+16+8-2)/9).

Strength simulations for 3:12 and 6:12 slope, 28-foot-span, trusses and roof truss

systems are conducted using a computer program, SSRT, developed in this project,

which uses ETABS as its structural analysis subroutine. The failure modes in the strength

simulation program include truss member failure, and joint failures of the heel joint,
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bottom chord tension splice joint and web at the bottom chord joint. The failure states for

both individual trusses and trusses inside roof systems are assumed to occur at the first

truss member or joint failure. The mechanical properties of truss members, including

modulus of elasticity, bending strength, compressive strength and tensile strength, and

joint strengths are generated based on experimental strength and stiffness probability

distributions from the literature. Through Monte-Carlo strength simulation, it is found

that:

The failure mode for simulated 3:12 and 6:12 slope trusses is predominantly

heel joint failure.

Simulated 6:12 slope trusses have higher strengths than 3:12 slope trusses.

The coefficients of variation for simulated truss strengths using wood member

failure criteria are higher than those using wood and joint failure criteria.

Mean strength increases for simulated 3:12 and 6:12 slope, 28-foot-span Fink

trusses are 48% and 41%, respectively, when joint failure is prevented.

Although the simulated roof system strengths are less than simulated individual

truss strengths using a weakest link theory, significant load-sharing is observed for

localized single truss loading.

Although a strength increase for roof systems was not observed in this project, it

will be observed if a weakest link theory is not used.



6.2 Recommendations for Future Research

The following recommendations for future studies are made:

1. To examine the simplifications and assumptions used in this project:

Equations (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6) used to determine joint stiffnesses in this

project were proposed by Mtenga's (1991) study. In his study, the semi-rigid effect of

MPC joints are assumed to be at the center of gravity of each plate-wood contact area by

locating the corresponding springs at each plate-wood contact area, and the translational

spring stiffnesses are assumed to be proportional to the plate-wood contact area. In this

project, for practical application, simplified spring locations are used (discussed in

chapter 3). This simplification ignores eccentricity where the center of gravity of the

plate-wood contact area is not at the centroidal axis of the wood members. The effect of

this simplification needs to be studied. To more closely model MPC joints including the

joint semi-rigidity and eccentricity, similar joint models as used in Mtenga's (1991)

study are suggested and are discussed in section 3.1.2.

Only three sheathing beams on each side of the truss system are used in the

truss system model, and pinned joints of the sheathing beams do not match exactly the

gaps between the plywood sheathing. It is suggested that four sheathing beams be used to

model four rows of plywood sheathing on each side of the truss systems so that the gaps

can be modeled more closely.

One set of spring stiffnesses is used for all semi-rigid joints in the parallel-

chord truss models. To model parallel-chord trusses more accurately, different sets of

joint stiffnesses based on actual joint configurations need to be used for the different joint
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configurations. And also, to relate the joint stiffnesses to mechanical properties of the

wood members that make up the truss may provide one potential improvement. It is

reasonable to use different sets of spring stiffnesses for different joints because the

geometry and mechanical properties of the wood members may have a significant effect on

joint stiffnesses

The MCP at the heel joint of the Fink truss model is assumed to be divided

by the intersecting line between the top and bottom chord of the heel joint. In reality, this

assumption may not be true. The actual plate-wood contact areas in heel joints for tested

trusses are recommended to be used in determining the spring stiffnesses. Spring

stiffnesses for modeled semi-rigid joints in the Fink truss model are based on the sizes of

MPC used in overplated joints (initially, the author was not aware that the sizes of MCP

were for overplated joints), actual sizes of metal plates for conventional trusses should be

included in the future research.

Since the strength comparisons in this project are based primarily on the

mean of the simulated strengths, normal distributions are used to fit all simulated

strengths. Different distributions need to be examined to achieve a best fit to the

simulated strengths for a future study when practical system factors are to be determined.

1(0: Only the failure modes (wood member failure or joint failure) are recorded

for all simulations in this project. In order to have a further understanding of the strength

behavior of MPC trusses and truss systems, more detailed output should be recorded,

including the stress index for all wood members and joints.
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In this study, the load duration effects due to dead and snow load were not

taken into consideration. Rosowsky and Ellingwood (1992) showed that system effects

are sensitive to duration of load. Therefore, to evaluate system performance of MPC

trusses, a model considering the effects of duration of load is needed.

An improved failure criteria to replace the weakest-link theory for truss

systems needs to be implemented in order to find more realistic system strengths. Using

the same failure criteria for individual trusses and truss systems, the simulated systems

strength are found to be less than the simulated individual truss strengths. In contrast to

the intuition and observations that truss system strength is higher than individual truss

strength, this simulation result indicates that the weakest-link-theory, assuming that the

weakest component controls the strength of the structure, is not an appropriate failure

criteria for a truss system. Failure criteria other than the weakest link theory, may be

developed by removing the failed members from the truss system until the system reaches

an unstable state (singular global stiffness matrix, Mtenga (1991)), or by defining truss

system failure as two-truss-failure (or a similar idea).

Investigate a design method of analyzing MPC truss systems instead of single

trusses. With a well-calibrated truss system model which takes into account the load-

sharing effect of plywood sheathing, the partial composite action between the plywood

sheathing and trusses, and joint semi-rigidities and eccentricities, the behavior of truss

systems can be closely modeled. Thus, truss design may be improved by including the

system behavior directly rather than a system factor modification to the single truss

design approach.
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Appendix A Stiffness Derivation for
Spring Elements Used in the Semi-Rigid Truss Model

In this appendix the stiffnesses for the spring elements at heel joints and bottom-

chord-tension-splice joints for the Fink trusses tested at the FPL by Wolfe et al. (1986),

and those for the parallel-chord trusses tested by King and Wheat (1987) are calculated

according to the stiffness formulae introduced in Chapter 3.

The same sizes of metal plates used in the trusses tested by Wolfe et al. (1986) are

used for the Fink truss model in this project. For the FPL Fink trusses, a 16-gauge metal

plate with a tooth density of 4.5 teeth/in2 was used at the heel and bottom chord tension

splice joints. The plate sizes at these joints were: 3 inches by 10 inches and 4 inches by 6

inches at the heel joints for 3:12 and 6:12 slope trusses, respectively, and 3 inches by 7

inches and 3 inches by 5 inches at bottom chord tension splice joints for 3:12 and 6:12

slope trusses, respectively.

Although the load-displacement behavior of a metal-plate-connected joint is non-

linear, only the linear range stiffness characteristics of the metal-plate-connected joint are

used for the linear model in this project. Therefore, only the Foschi (1977b) parameters

for initial stiffness (k), including kAA, kAE, kEE and kEA are needed to determine the linear

spring stiffnesses. These initial stiffnesses were given by Wolfe and McCarthy (1989) as:

k= 26633 lb/in. kEA = 11000 lb/in.

kAE = 3533 lb/in. kEE = 4517 lb/in.
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Before the calculation of spring stiffnesses used in the semi-rigid truss model, the

moments of inertia of each plate-wood contact area, I. and 14 about horizontal and

vertical axes, respectively, in equation (3.6) are needed first.

For simplification, the metal plate at the heel joint is assumed to be divided equally

by the intersecting line between top and bottom chord. Thus, the plate-wood contact

area for the truss top chord is equal to the contact area for the bottom chord. Figure A.1

shows trapezoidal plate-wood contact areas for the heel joint at the truss top chord and

bottom chord where the x - axis is the centroidal axis of the bottom chord and the z - axis

is the vertical line through the center of gravity of the plate-wood contact area at the top

chord as discussed in chapter 3 (shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6), Z' is the vertical line

through the center of gravity of the whole metal plate.

\ 011.1
(hri-h2)/2 1

h 1 (i'

\ ...-- "adr
v.-

1Truss Bottom Chord
\ h 2 .° A _ 1 -J

1

Figure A.1 Trapezoidal Plate-Wood Contact Area for Heel Joint at Top chord



For a trapezoidal area (Hibbeler 1995):

b(2h2
xo-

3(111 + h2)

A = (hi + h2)*b/2

= Moment of inertia of plate-wood contact area at the top chord (area

ACDE) about x- axis (center line of the bottom chord)

= Moment of inertia of rectangular area BCDF (length = b, width =

(hi +h2)/2) about x- axis (triangular areas ABG and EFG have the

same moment of inertia about the x- axis)

= (1/3)(b)[(h1+h2)/2]3

= b*(hi + h2)3/24 (A.3)

= Moment of inertia of plate-wood contact area at the top chord (area

ACDE) about z- axis (vertical line through the center of gravity of

plate-wood contact area at the top chord)

= Moment of inertia of area ACDE about z- axis - (area ACDE)2 *

(distance between z- and z'- axes)

= (1/12)[(h1+h2)/2 ](b)3 - A(b/2-x0)2

= (hi + h2)*b3/24 - A*(b/2- x0)2 (A.4)

For the trapezoidal plate-wood contact area at the top chord of the heel joint in

3:12 slope Fink trusses (Figure A.2):

hi = 2.75 in.; h2= 0.25 in.
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From equations (A.1), (A.2), (A.3) and (A.4),

=3.611 in.

A = (2.75+0.25)*10/2 =15.000 in.2

I= 10*(2.75+0.25)3/24 = 11.250 in4.

L =(2.75+0.25)*103/24 - 15*(10/2 - 3.611)2 = 96.060 in`

x

1.39' 1.39'

-

I----- 10' --si

Two sets of x- and z- axes are used to calculate the moments of inertia of plate-

wood contact areas at the top chord and bottom chord of heel the joint

.Figure Al Dimension Detail for MCP at Heel Joints for 3:12 Trusses

Because of the assumed symmetry of the plate-wood contact area about the line

separating the truss top and bottom chords, the moments of inertia about x- and z- axes

for the plate-wood contact area at the bottom chord of heel joint are the same as those for

the top chord.

Similarly, for 6:12 pitch trusses (Figure A.3)
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Two sets of x- and z- axes are used to calculate the moments of inertia of plate-wood
contact areas at the top chord and bottom chord of the heel joint

Figure k3 Dimension Detail for MCP at Heel Joints for 6:12 Trusses

hi = 3.5 in.; h2 = 0.5 in.

From equations (A.1), (Al) and (A.3),

6*(03*2 +3.5)
xo 3*(33+03)

= 2.250 in.

A = (3.5+0.5)*6/2 =12.000 in.2

Iz = 6*(3.5+0.5)3/24 =16.000 in4.

Iz = (3.5+0.5)*63/24 -12*(3 - 2.25)2= 29.250 in'.

For tension splice joints, the calculation of these moments of inertia for each

plate-wood contact area is straight forward (Figure A4).
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Two sets of x- and z- axes are used to calculate the moments of inertia of plate-wood
contact areas at the bottom-chord-tension-splice joint

Figure A.4 Dimension Detail for MCP at Bottom Chord Tension Splice Joints for 3:12
and 6:12 Trusses

For 3:12 trusses

A= 3.5*3 = 10.500 in2.

I. = 3.5 *33/12 = 7.875 in4.

Iz =3*3.53/12 = 10.719 in4.

For 6:12 trusses

A = 2.5*3 = 7.500 in2.

I,, = 2.5*33/12 = 5.625 in4.

Iz = 3*2.53/12 =3.906 in4.

Once these moments for inertia of the plate-wood contact areas are determined,
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MCP In 3:12 Truss MCP In 6:12 Truss

3'

the spring stiffiiesses are then calculated as follows (all spring stiffilesses are multiplied by



a factor of 2 to account for the effects of the two metal plates (one on either side of an

MPC joint):

Heel Joint Along Truss Top Chord

For 3:12 trusses, from equations (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9):

K.= [kAA*kAE / (kAA*sin20 + kAE*cos20)]*A*13

26633*3533

26633* s in2(14.0362°)+ 3533*cos2(14.0362°)

= 19238*15*4.5*2

= 2.60E6 pounds/inch

Kz = [kEE*kEA/ (kEE*sin20 + kEA*cos20)]*A*0

4517 *11000

4517 * sin2(14.0362°)+11000*cos2(14.0362°)

= 4679*15*4.5*2

= 0.63E6 pounds/inch

K 13*(k,n, + 1Q9z)

= 4.5*(19238*11.25 + 4679*96.06)*2

= 5.99E6 poundsinch/radian

*15*4.5*2

* * 4.5 *2
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Here, (1) = the angle between the plate major axis and the grain orientation. For

the metal plate oriented horizontally at the heel joint, (1) = the slope of the truss. For the

bottom-chord-tension-splice joint, (I) =0.



For 6:12 trusses from equations (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9):

= [kAA*kAE / (kAA*sin20 + kAE*cos20)]*A*13

26633*3533
26633* sin2(26.565°) + 3533* cos2(26.565°)

= 11541*12*4.5*2

= 1.25 E6 pounds/inch

Kz= [kEE*kEA/ (kEE*sin20 + kEA*cos20)]*A* 13

*12 * 4.5 * 2
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4517 *11000
*12*4.5*2

4517*sin2 (26.565°)+11000*sos2(26.565°)

= 5121*12*4.5*2

= 0.55E6 pounds/inch

TI = r3*(k.*I, + Icznz)

= 4.5* (11541*16 + 5121*29.25)*2

= 3.01E6 poundsinch/radian

Heel Joint Along Truss Bottom Chord

For 3:12 trusses, from equations (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12):

= kAA*A*13

=26633*15*4.5*2

= 3.60E6 pounds/inch



K= kEE*A*13

= 4517*15*4.5*2

= 0.61E6 pounds/inch

1' "X + kz9z)

= 4.5*(26633*11.25 + 4517*96.06)*2

= 6.60E6 poundsinch/radian

For 6:12 trusses from equations (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12):

K. = kAA*A*13

= 26633*12*4.5*2

= 2.88E6 pounds/inch

K= kEE*A*p

= 4517*12*4.5*2

= 0.49E6 pounds/inch

Kyy= 13*(k.*I. + kz9z)

= 4.5* (26633* 16 + 4517*29.25)*2

= 5.02 E6 poundsinch/radian

Tension Splice Joint at Truss Bottom Chord

For 3:12 trusses, from equations (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12):
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= kAA*A*0

= 26633*10.5*4.5*2

= 2.52E6 pounds/inch

Kz = kEE*A*13

= 4517*10.5*4.5*2

= 0.43E6 pounds/inch

Kyy =13*(k.*I, + icznz)

= 4.5* (26633 *7875 + 4517*10.719)*2

= 2.32E6 poundsinch/radian

For 6:12 trusses, from equations (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12):

Kx= kAA*A*0

= 26633*7.5*4.5*2

= 1.80E6 pounds/inch

Kz = kEE*A*0

= 4517*7.5*4.5*2

=0.30E6 pounds/inch

Kyy = 0*(k.*Ix +1(z*Iz)

= 4.5*(26633*5.625 + 4517*3.906)*2

= 1.51E6 poundsinch/radian
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These calculated spring stiffnesses are used in the model verification deflection

comparison as discussed in section 4.1 and in the strength simulations of trusses and truss

systems as discussed in chapter 5. They are summarized as follow:

Kz : pounds/in. K: pounds.inch/radian

Table A.1 Spring Stifthesses for Models of Fink Trusses Tested by Wolfe et al. (1986)

Gupta (1990) tested 56 heel joints, 52 bottom chord tension splice joints and 55

web joints at the bottom chords made of 2 by 4 Southern Pine No.2 lumber with 20 gauge

3-in. by 5-in, metal plates. The mean axial and rotational stifthesses at the bottom chord

tension splice joint were 0.302E6 pounds/in. and 0.240E6 poundsin./radian,

respectively, and the stiffnesses at the heel joint were 0.022E6 pounds/in. and 0.620E6

poundsin/radian. These axial and rotational stiffnesses are experimental values for the

entire metal plate at the joints, and there is only one axial stiffness and one rotational

stiffness for each heel and bottom chord tension splice joint. The spring stiffnesses for the

spring elements used in this project are different from the stiffnesses tested by Gupta

(1990). In Gupta's (1990) test, rotational stiffnesses are based on the experimental curve

Spring Location 3:12 Slope
-

6:12 Slope

K. Kz Kyy K. Kz Kyy

Heel Joint Along
Truss Top Chord 2.60E6 0.64E6 5.99E6 1.25E6 0.55E6 3.01E6

Heel Joint Along
Truss Bottom Chord 3.60E6 0.61E6 6.60E6 2.88E6 0.49E6 5.02E6

Bottom-Chord-Tension-
Splice Joint 2.52E6 0.43E6 2.32E6 1.80E6 0.30E6 1.51E6
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between moment and rotation, and axial stiffnesses are based on the experimental curve

between axial force and displacement. Here, there are two spring elements at each heel

and bottom-chord-tension-splice joint to represent semi-rigidities of the two plate-wood

contact areas at each joint.

The spring stifthesses used in the ETABS model for parallel-chord trusses tested

by King and Wheat (1987) are calculated as follows.

The sizes of the metal plate in the actual trusses ranged from 3-inch by 3-inch to 6-

inch by 4-inch. Since each web joint has a slightly different size of metal plate and

different joint angle between web and bottom chord, an average plate size of 4-inch by 4-

inch and joint angle 32.87° (= tan"' (10.5"/(32.5"/2)), where 10.5" is the distance

between center lines of the top and bottom chord, 32.5" is approximately the average

span at the bottom chord between two web-at-bottom-chord joints) are used to calculate

all of the spring stiffnesses. The tooth density and Foschi's parameters for the metal plates

used in the tested parallel-chord trusses were not available from the reference, therefore,

they are assumed to be the same as those from the metal plates used by Wolfe et al.

(1986):

From equations (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9):

[kAA*kAE / (kAA*sin20 + kAE*cos20)]*A*13

26633 *3533 *4*4.5*2
26633*s in2(32.87°) +3533*cos2(32.87°

= 9102*15*4.5*2

= 0.33E6 pounds/inch



Kz = [kEE*kEA/ (kEE*sin20 + kEA*cos20)]*A*13

4517 *11000

4517 * sin2(32.87°) +11000* cos2(32.87°)

= 5466*15*4.5*2

= 0.20E6 pounds/inch

TI =13*(k.*I. + kz*Iz)

= 4.5*(9102*1.33 + 5466*1.33)*2

= 0.17E6 poundsinch/radian

*15*4.5*2

where

I. and L are simplified to be the same as the moments of inertia of a 2" by

2" rectanguar area about the centroidal axes of the rectangular section

(= 2*23/12 = 1.33)

To find the difference between these stifrnesses using an average plate size and

joint angle and those stiffnesses at web joints with another plate size and joint angle, the

stiffnesses for a plate size of 6-inch by 4-inch with a joint angle of 35.5° were found using

the same equations:

K. = 0.4487E6 pounds/in., Kz = 0.3044 pounds/in.,

Kyy= 0.3778 E6 pounds.inch/radian

The effect of this assumption using an average plate size and joint angle to

calculate joint stiffnesses for all the joints needs to be examined in future research.
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Appendix B Calculation of Increased Bending Stiffness for Truss Top
Chord Members in Roof Truss System Considering Partial Composite Action

In a roof system, truss top chord members are connected to plywood sheathing

through nailed connections. These nailed connections differ from rigid connections, as

there is slip between the truss top chord members and the roof sheathing when the roof is

loaded. Thus, the composite action between the truss top chord members and the roof

sheathing is termed partial composite action. In this appendix, the increased bending

stiffness of a truss top chord member is determined through the theoretical equations

(Kuenzi and Wilkinson 1971) relating the deflection of a completely composite beam to

that of a partially composite beam.

Figure B.1 shows nail spacing for 4 by 8 feet plywood sheathing in the roof truss

assemblies.

From Figure B.1:

Total number of nails per panel:

= 3*5 + 2*9

= 33 nails/panel

Average nails per truss

= 33/4

=8.25
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(The two end trusses 1 and 5 shown in Figure B.1 are counted as one in

calculating nail spacing because these two trusses are nailed to two other separate sheets

of plywood in addition to the plywood shown in Figure 8.1)

Average nail spacing

= 48/8.25

= 5.82 inches

8'

Truss Center Lines

4'
12' (TYP.)

6' (TYP)
1-

Truss I Truss 2 Truss 3 Truss 4 Truss 5

Figure B.1 Nail Spacing of 4' by 8' Plywood Sheathing Used in Conventional
Construction (Wolfe and LaBissoniere 1991)

Wilkinson (1972) showed that the behavior of a floor beam with plywood

sheathing (partially composite T-beam) can be determined in terms of the physical

dimensions and properties of the T-beam's components. He denoted the nail penetration



into the sheathing (flange) and framing (web) of the partially composite beam as ai and

a2, respectively, and defined a characteristic value for each member. The slope of the

load-slip curve (p/s5) between the flange and web of the T-beam is a combined hyperbolic

and trigonometric fiinction of Tiai and T2a2, and can be simplified into three separate

cases depending on: (I) -cal >2 and T2a2 >2, (II) t1a1 <2 and T2a2 >2, and (III) tial <2

and T2a2 <2, where T1 and T2 are the characteristic values for flange and web,

respectively.

The characteristic value T is defined as

K*n C1,,,- 4

4*EN * IN

where

Ko = Elastic bearing constant for the material (lbs/in.3)

dN = Nail diameter (in.)

EN = Modulus of elasticity of the nail (lbS/i112)

IN = Moment of inertia of nail cross section about centrodial axis (in4)

The values of Ko for various materials have been determined as (Wilkinson, 1972):

Ko = K01 = 0.8* 106 pounds/in.3 for plywood or hardboard subfloor

sheathing

Ko = K02 = 1.0* 106 pounds/in.3 for wood member (specific gravity 0.45).
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EN = 30.0* 106 pounds/in.2 for nail.

For a 6d common nail, nail length LN = 2", dN = 0.113" (NDS 1991).

For a circular-section with diameter d:

I = ed4/64

The characteristic value for plywood sheathing:

0.8*106
1

Ti = 2 ( )4
3.1416*30.0*106*0.1133

= 3.11 in.'

and for truss top chords:

1.0*106
1

T2 2 *( )4
3.1416*30.0*106 *0.1133

= 3.29 in."1

The nail penetration in plywood:

al = 15/32" = 0.4688",

The nail penetration in truss top chords:

a2 = LN - al = 2 - 0.4688 = 1.5312"

Thus, Ti*ai = 1.46 <2, T2*a2 = 5.04>2

So, the load-slip characteristics of the partially composite truss top-chord

members are covered by case II.
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For case II (Wilkinson 1972):

P/o = aidNK01132,

where

= P(3P+ 73) [2(2P÷7)(3P+ Y3) (3P-Y2)2]

P=K01/1(02= 1.0 /0.8=1.25

y = T2*oci = 3.29*0.4688 = 1.54

SO,

1.25(3 *1.25 +1.543)
132

2(2 *1.25 +1.54)(3*1.25 +1.543) (3*1.25 1.542)2

= 0.16

P/s5 = ocidNK01132

= 0.4688*0.113*0.8*106*0.16

= 6781 pounds/in.

Nail slip stiffness is:

P18
Nail Spacing

= 6781 / 5.82

= 1165 pounds/in.2

For the 3:12 roof truss assembly tested at the FPL (Wolfe and McCarthy 1989),

the 15/32-in, plywood sheathing used had an average measured bending stiffness of
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196,000 pounds.in2 per foot of sheathing. The moment of inertia for the plywood

sheathing on a per foot basis is:

= (1/12)(12)((15/32)3 = 0.103 in3,

therefore, the average modulus of elasticity of plywood sheething was:

El = 196,000 pounds.in2 / 0.103 in4 = 1.903E6 pounds/in2

The average MOE for truss members was:

E2 =1.7467* 106 pounds/in2

For the interior trusses in the assembly, the sheathing width of 24-inches (=truss

spacing) is taken as the flange width for the partially composite T-beam.

The moment of inertia for a 24-in. by 15/32-in, sheathing flange about the minor

axis is:

= 24*(15/32)3/12

= 0.2060 in.4

The moment of inertia for a 1.5-in. by 3.5-in, truss top chord about the major axis

is:
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= 1.5*3.53/12 = 5.3594 in.4

The bending stiffness if the components are completely unconnected is

(McCutcheon 1977):



1977):

= EIL + E2I2

= 1.903*106*0.2060 + 1.7467*106*5.3594

= 9.7532* 106 pounds.in.2

The bending stiffness if the components are rigidly connected is (McCutcheon

EiAl *EA2 h2
EIR= El +

ElAi + E2A2

1.903*106*24*15/32*1.7467*106*1.5*3.5
= 9.7532*106+1.903*106*24*15/32+1.7467*106*1.5*3.51.98442

= 35.0349*106pounds.in.2,

where

h = the distance between centroids of the flange and web

= (15/32 + 3.5)12

= 1.9844 in.

From McCutcheon (1977):

h2S2 =
..)

EIR EIu

1.98442 *1165 35.0349

(35.0349 9.7532) *106
(

9.7532
)

= 0.000652
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= 10/[(La )2 +10]

= 101(482*0.000652 +10)

= 0.87

Here, L is the distance between gaps in the plywood sheathing, which is
48 inches for 4' by 8' plywood sheathing.

The bending stiffness of a partially composite beam can be expressed as

(McCutcheon 1977):

El = Hu/ [EIu (1- fA) / EIR + f )1

= 9.7532* 106 /[9.7532*(1 - 0.87)/35.0349 + 0.871

= 10.76* 106 pounds.in2

The moment of inertia of the truss top chord considering partial composite action

is (assume MOE unchanged):

I = 10.76*106/1.7467*106 = 6.16 in.4

For the end trusses, the increased bending stiffness of the top chord members is

determined as follows:

Plywood modulus of elasticity is (in the longitudinal direction):

El =1.903* 106 pound/in.2

The moment of inertia for a 12-in. by 15/32-in, sheathing flange about the minor

axis is:

= 12*(15/32)3/12 = 0.103 in.4
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is:

1977):

The moment of inertia for a 1.5-in. by 3.5-in, truss top chord about the major axis

12= 1.5*3.53/12 .= 5.3594 in.4

The bending stiffness if the components are completely unconnected is:

EL, = E111 + E212

= 1.903*106*0.103 + 5.3594*1.7467*106

= 9,5573* 106 pounds.in.2

The bending stiffness if the components are rigidly connected is (McCutcheon

EIA1 *EA h 2
EIR = +

E,A1 +E2A2

1.903*106*12*15/32*1.7467*106 *1.5*3.5
= 9.5573*106+1.903*106*12*15 / 32 +1.7467906 *1.5*3.51.98442

= 29.0064*106pounds.in.2

From McCutcheon (1977):
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The average modulus of elasticity of the truss top chord is (Wolfe and McCarthy

1989):

E2 = 1.7467* 106 pounds/in2



h2S
a2=

EIR EIu `Hu'

1.98442 *6781/6 29.0064

(29.0064 9.5573) *10 95573

= 0.000694

= 10/[(La )2+10]

= 10/(482*0.000694 +10)

= 0.86

The bending stiffness of the partially composite beam can be expressed as

(McCutcheon 1977):

El = Hu/ [EIu (1- ft) / EIR + ft)]

= 95573* 106 /[9.5573*(1 - 0.86)/29.0064 + 0.86]

= 10.55* 106 pounds.in2

The moment of inertia of the top chord for an end truss considering partial

composite action is (assume MOE unchanged):

I = 10.55*10611.7467*106= 6.04 in.4

Without partial composite action, the moment of inertia for the truss top chord

members is,

= 1.5*3.53/12 = 5.36 in4
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In comparison with the bending stiffness of an individual truss top chord (1.5-inch

by 3.5-inch), the stiffness increase ratio considering partial composite action (between

truss top chord and plywood sheathing) is 1.15 (-6.16/5.36) for the interior trusses in the

assembly and 1.13 (=6.04/5.36) for the end trusses in the assembly.

Goodman and Bodig (1977) used the same method to calculate the bending

stiffness increase factors for interior truss top chords of roof systems with differrent

combinations of plywood sheathing, truss spans, and specific gravity and MOE of truss

top chords. It was found that the bending stiffness increase factor for the top chord with

0.42 specific gravity and 1.3E6 psi MOE in a 24-foot-span truss with 1/2" plywood

sheathing was 1.14. This is very close to the results shown in this appendix.

The derived moment of inertia (I) increases for truss top chord members

considering partial composite action are used in the ETABS truss system model for load-

sharing verification in chapter 4 and the strength simulations of truss systems in chapter 5.



Appendix C Modified Bending Stiffnesses for Sheathing Beam Elements

The ETABS program allows horizontal beams to be input only with the two

principal axes of the cross section aligned with the global vertical and horizontal directions

(called an "unrotated beam" here). The principal axes of the plywood sheathing on

pitched roof assemblies are not aligned with the horizontal and vertical directions (called

an "rotated beam"), therefore, the normal section properties for rectangular plywood

sheathing cannot be used directly for ETABS sheathing beam elements (unrotated

beams). Note that this transformation is needed only due to restrictions in ETABS input

and other programs may not require this.
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Cross Section of Rotated Beam Cross Section of Unrotated Beam

Figure C.1 Principal Axes Orientations for Plywood Sheathing (Rotated Beam) and
ETABS Beam Element (Unrotated Beam)
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The difference in principal axes orientations between the plywood sheathing and

the ETABS sheathing beam element suggests a transformation of section properties. This

transformation is accomplished in this project by equalizing some diagonal terms (see the

following section) of the element stiffness matrices for a rotated beam and the

corresponding unrotated beam. Through comparing the load-sharing in the truss assembly

model with rotated sheathing beams and modified unrotated sheathing beams using SAP90

(Wilson and Habibullah 1989), as well as comparing the member internal forces, load-

distribution and deflections of a simple structure, it is found that, this transformation

results in very similar load-sharing behavior. SAP90 is also a widely-used three

dimensional structural analysis program, and it provided a tool to calibrate the ETABS

model. The SAP90 model used here is for a 3:12 slope, 28-foot span, 2-foot-truss-

spacing, nine-truss assembly. It has three sheathing beams on either side of the Fink

trusses and each sheathing beam is rigidly connected to the truss top chord, with the

current design model for trusses.

The ith diagonal term in an element stiffness matrix represents the magnitude of

force needed to produce a unit displacement along the direction of the ith degree of

freedom. For the beam element with eight degrees of freedom shown in Figure C.2, the

equalized diagonal terms in the element stiffness matrices (2nd, 4th, 6th, and 8th degree

of freedom) correspond to the rotational degrees of freedom (moment/rotation) at both

ends of these beams. This approach is based on the author's consideration that the

diagonal terms of an element stiffness matrix may have major effects on the structural

behavior of an element.



Local Coorcanates

Y,

x'
Global Coorcanates

Figure C.2 Degrees of Freedom in Local and Global Coordinates for Rotated Beam
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Consider the three-dimensional rotated beam element having eight degrees of

freedom shown in Figure C.2 (the axial and torsional degrees of freedom, which have

little effects on bending stiffness, are ignored at both ends). In local coordinates, the

eight degrees of freedom associated with the forces Qi, Q2, Q3, Q4, Qs, Q6, Q7, Qs are

related to the corresponding degrees of freedom in terms of displacements qi, q2, q3, q4,

qs, q6, q7, qs, by the following matrix equation, where the subscript m refers to the

element:

[Q11 Q23 (23, Q41 Qs, Q6, Q7, Qs];1

= [k,* [q1, q2, q4, qs, q6, q7, (b]n.' (C. 1)



The local element stiffness matrix is (Mtenga, 1991):

where

.[[sx [0]

[0] [Sy ]

[Sr] = C2*

matrix is (Mtenga, 1991):

Ci =E*I. / L3; C2= E*Iy / (L3*(1+12k))

k = a*E*Iy/(L2*G*A); L = Span of beam (= Truss Spacing)

E = Modulus of Elasticity; G = Shear Modulus

A = Beam cross sectional area; I,= Moment of inertia about x axis

Iy = Moment of inertia about y axis;

a = Shape factor ( =5/6 for rectangular section)

The transformation between the local stiffness matrix and the global stiffness
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(C.2)

12 6L -12 6L

6L 4L2(1+3k) -6L 2L2(1-6k)
12 -6L 12 -6L

6L 2L2(1-6k) -6L 4L2(1+3k)

12 -6L 12 6L
-6L 4L2 6L 2L2

[S,J = Ci* 12 6L 12 6L

6L 2L2 6L 4L2



[Keg] = [Ar[Kei]*[MT

where [Keg] = The global element stiffness matrix of a rotated beam

-50 0 0 C 0 0

0050 0 0 C 0
0 0 0 - S 0 0 0 C -

[A]T= Transpose matrix of [A]

C = cos0; S = sin0; 0 = Slope of the rotated beam

0

Note that [A]T*[A] = I, where I is an identity matrix.

After conducting matrix multiplications, the diagonal terms of the global stiffness

matrix for a rotated beam are:

[Keg]u= 12*C2*Ci + 12*52*C2

[Kegi2,2= 4*L2*C2*Ci + 4*L2*(1+3k)*52*C2

[Keg]3,3 = 12*C2*C1 +12*52*C2

[Keg]4,4= 49,2*C2*C1 49,2*(1+3k)*S2*C2

[Keg]5,5 = 12*S2*Ci +12*C2*C2

[Keg]6,6 = 441,2*52 *Ci 49,2*(1+3k)*C2*C2

[Keigh7 = 12* S2*C1 + 12*C2*C2

[Keg]8,8= 4*L2*52 + 4*L2*(1+3k)*C2*C2
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C 0 0 0 -s 0 0 0

OCO 00 SO 0

0 0 C 0 0 0 -s 0

00 OC 0 0 OS
[A] = so 0 0 C 000
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Observe in the above, that

[Keg] 1,1 = [Keg]3,3 ; [Keg]22 = [Keg]4,4

[Keg] 5,5 = [Keg] 7,7 ; [Keg]6,6 = [Keg] 8,8

The local coordinates and global cordinates for an unrotated beam are identical,

therefore its global element stiffness matrix Negl* is identical to [Ked in equation (C.2),

Thus, the diagonal terms of the global stiffness matrix for an unrotated beam (0=00) are:

[Keg]* 1,1 = 1 2*C1*, [Kcg]*2,2 = 4*L*2*C *

Neg13,3 = 1 2*C 1*; [Keg]4,4 = 4* L*2 *Ci*

Med* 5,5 = 1 2*C2* ; [Keg] 6,6 = 4* L*2*(1+3k)*C2*

[Keg] *7,7 = 12*C2*; [Keg]*8,8 = 4* L*2*(1+3k*)*C2*

Here, the parameters with superscript * refer to an unrotated beam and are defined

in equation (C.2)

Observe in the above, that

[Keg]* 1,1 = [Keg] *3,3 [Keg]2,2 = [Keg]*4,4

Megf5,5 = [Kegl*7,7 ; [Keg] *6,6 = [Keg]8,g

The 4th and 8th degrees of freedom correspond to the rotations at one end of the

beam element and the 2nd and 6th degrees of freedom correspond to those at the other
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end of the beam element. For the beam element shown in figure C.2, the 4th and 8th

degrees of freedom represent the magnitude of moment needed to produce a unit rotation

about the major and minor axis, respectively. Let the 4th and 8th diagonal terms in the

global element stiffness matrices of the rotated beam be equal to those of the

corresponding unrotated beam (the reason explained previously in this appendix):

[Keg]4,4 [Keg] 4,4 (C.3)

[Keg]8,8 = [Keg]g,8 (C.4)

So, it is also true that

[Keg]2,2 [Keg]*2,2 [Keg]6,6 = [Keg]*6,6

In the above equations, the symbols without * represent the parameters for a

rotated beam, and the symbols with * represent the parameters for the corresponding

unrotated beam.

Equations (C.3) and (C.4) can be rewritten as:

4* L*2*Ci* = 4*L2*C2*Ci + 4*L2*(1+3k)*52*C2

4* L*2*(1+3k*)*C2* = 4*L2*52 *C1 + 4*L2*(1+3k)*C2*C2

With the L (span) value unchanged, these equations can be simplified as:

C1* = C2*C1 + (1+3k)*C2*52 (C.5)

(1+31(*)*C2* = C1*S2+ (1+3k)*C2*C2 (C.6)



Where

Ci =E*I. / L3; C2= Eny / (L3*(1+12k))

Ci*=E**I: / L*3; C2s= Es*Iy* / (L*3*(1+120)

k = ce*E*Iy/(L2*G*A); k = ocs*E**Iy*/(L*2*G**A*)

With the same modulus of elasticity, shear modulus, span and cross sectional area

for both the unrotated and rotated beams, equations (C.5) and (C.6) can be further

simplified as:

= C2*I. + (1+3k)*S2*Iy/(1+12k) (C.7)

(1+30I / (1+120 = [S2*I. + (1+3k)*C2*Iy/(1+12k)] (C.8)

So, the moments of inertia, I: and Iy* , of the unrotated beam, which are

transformed from the rotated beam, can be expressed as functions of the parameters of

the rotated beam.

The following is an example of calculating the transformed moments of inertia for

an unrotated beam from those of a rotated beam for the sheathing beam elements in a 28-

foot-span, 6:12 slope, truss system model.

For each truss in the roof assembly, the width of the bearing plate is 3.5 inches,

the outside-to-outside span from the outside surface of the bearing plates is 28 feet, and

the distance between center lines of the bearing plates is (28*12-3.5 = 332.5) inches,

where 3.5 inches is the width of the bearing plate. From the center line of the bearing

plates, the center line of the bottom chord extends horizontally until reaching the center
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line of the top chord member, at a distance of 3.51(2*sin25.5655 inches. Therefore, the

total length (L) of the bottom chord center line is (Figure C.3):

L = 28*12-3.5 + 2*[3.51(2*sin25.565°)] = 340.33 inches

bearing plate

Figure C.3 Dimensions Used in the ETABS Truss Model for Heel Joints in 6:12 Slope,
28-Foot Span Fink Truss

The plywood sheathing length along the top chord on one side of the roof is:

R340.33/2)2 + (85.08)11/2 = 190.25 inches,

where

85.08 = 340.33/4,

25.565° = slope of the 6:12 truss.

Truss Bottom Chord
(1/2)3/SinC25.565 28'-3.5/2

1.0 3.5'
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There are three sheathing beams on each side of the roof system model with two

different section properities. Sheathing beam 1 represents a plywood tributary width of

71.34 inches (=190.25*1.5/4) and sheathing beam 2 represents a plywood tributary width

of 47.56 inches (=190.25/4). As shown in Figure 3.14, sheathing beam 1 has twice the

tributary width of sheathing beam 2, and therefore, sheathing beam 1 has 1.5/4 of the

plywood sheathing length along the top chord on one side of the roof. All sheathing

beams have the same thickness (15/32 inches) as the plywood sheathing.

1) Calculation for the transformed moments of inertia for sheathing beam 1:

Area A = 71.34*15/32 = 33.44 in.2,

Moment of inertia about local axes:

I. =71.34*(15/32)3/12 = 0.61 in.4

Iy = (15/32)*(71.34)3/12 = 14180 in.4

k = oc*E*Iy/(L2*G*A)

= (5/6)*16*14180/[(24)2*33.44]

= 0.000692*14180

= 9.83

(Here, E/G =16 for wood is assumed.)

From equations (C.7) and (C.8), the transformed moments of inertia of the

unrotated sheathing beam about horizontal and vertical axes are:

Ix* = 0.80*(0.61) + (1 + 3*9.83)*0.2*14180/(1 + 12*9.83)

= 728 in.4



and

(1 + 3*0.000692*Iy*)*Iy* / (1 +12*0.000692*Iy*)

= 0.2*0.61 + (1 + 3*9.83)*0.8*14180/(1 + 12*9.83)

which simplifies as:

0.00208*1y*2 -23.15*Iy* - 2908.19 =0

also solving for Iy*,

I y* = 11300 in.4

After this transformation, the moment of inertia about global horizontal axis Ix*

for a rotated beam increases significantly when compared with the moment of inertia about

local minor axis for an unrotated beam, and the moment of inertia about global vertical

axis Iy* for a rotated beam decreases little when compared with the moment of inertia

about local major axis Iy for a rotated beam. The very small thickness dimension as

compared with the relatively larger width dimension of a sheathing beam element results in

a very small moment of inertia about the local minor axis. After the tranformation from an

unrotated beam to a rotated beam, more area is further away from the horizontal axis,

while on the other hand, more area is closer to the vertical axis. This causes the smaller

moment of inertia for an unrotated beam about the horizontal axis to increase significantly

after it is rotated, and the relatively larger moment of inertia for an unrotated beam about

the vertical axis decreases little after it is rotated. A careful look at Figure C.1 will readily

verify that this is true for a beam with a large width to thickness ratio such as a sheathing

beam.
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2) Calculation for the transformed moments of inertia for sheathing beam 2:

Area A = 47.56*15/32 = 22.29 in.2,

Moment of inertia about local axes:

= 47.56*(15/32)3/12 = 0.41 in.4

Iy = (15/32)*(47.56)3/12 = 4202.29 in.4

k = a*E*Iy/(L2*G*A)

= (5/6)*16*4202.29/[(24)2*22.29]

= 0.00104*4184.31

= 4.36

From equations (C.7) and (C.8), the transformed moments of inertia of the

unrotated sheathing beam about horizontal and vertical axes are:

Ix* = 0.8*(0.41) + (1 + 3*4.36)*0.2*4202.29/(1 + 12*4.36)

= 222 in.4

and

(1 + 3*0.00104*Iy*)*Iy* / (1 +12*0.00104)

= 0.2*222 + (1 + 3*4.36)*0.8*4202.29/(1 + 12*4.36)

which simplifies as:

0.003121;2 -10.63* Iy* - 932.20 = 0

and solving for Iy*,

I =3490 in.4
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These calculated moments of inertia, I:, Iy* , for the unrotated sheathing beams

(transformed) from the rotated plywood sheathing are used in the ETABS truss system

model, together with unmodified properties for modulus of elasticity, shear modulus,

span and cross sectional area of the plywood sheathing.

The validity of this moment of inertia transformation from a rotated beam to an

unrotated beam is examined for a nine-truss roof assembly using the SAP90 program

(Wilson and Habibullah 1989, SAP90 is another widely-used three dimensional structural

analysis program). Table C.1 is a comparison of the load distribution matrix given by the

SAP90 truss system model with rotated sheathing beam elements and with the

corresponding unrotated sheathing beam elements. The SAP90 truss system model is

similar to the ETABS truss system model discussed in chapter 3. It has six sheathing

beams (continuous beams) over nine trusses with 3:12 slope, 28-foot-span, and 2-foot-

truss-spacing. All trusses in the SAP90 truss system model are the same as the current

design model for a Fink truss without joint semi-rigidity. Rotated sheathing beams (before

the transformation) and unrotated sheathing beams (after the transformation) were used

separately in the SAP90 truss system models. The comparsion is made only for the

situations where trusses 1, 5 and 9 in the roof truss assembly are loaded individually.

The maximun load-sharing difference is 2 percent as shown in this table, where Rot.

refers to a prediction given by the model with rotated sheathing beams and Unrot. refers

to a prediction given by the model with unrotated sheathing beams. The numbers shown

in paretheses are the differences in load distribution between the model using rotated

sheathing beam elements and the model using unrotated sheathing beam elements. This
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Table C.1 Load-Sharing Comparison for SAP90 Roof System Models Using Rotated and
the Corresponding Unrotated Sheathing Beam Elements

result shows that the transformation method between a rotated beam and an unrotated

beam for truss system model gives very similar load distribution results.

A simple structure is also modeled to study this transformation between a rotated

beam and the transformed unrotated beam. This structure is similar to a part of a nine-

truss roof assembly as shown in Figure C.4. Beams 1, 2, 5, 6, having a 6:12 slope, are

rectangular with 1.5" width and 3.5" height (same cross section as truss top chord), and

beams 3, 4 are 71.43" width and 15/32" height (same cross section as sheathing beam 1).

All connections are rigid and SAP90 is used to analyze the structure. Two analyses are

Truss

Source Truss

1

Truss

2

Truss

3

Truss

4

Truss

5

Truss

6

Truss

7

Truss

8

Truss

9

Truss 9 Rot. -10.2 -8.6 -1.0 3.2 11.9 9.9 14.7 24.9 55.1

Unrot. -11.4 -9.4 -0.9 3.8 13.2 10.7 15.3 24.8 53.1

(1.2) (1.2) (-0.1) (-0.6) (-1.3) (-0.8) (-1.6) (0.1) (-2.0)

Truss 5 Rot. 7.9 13.1 7.5 10.3 25.2 7.9 7.5 8.8 11.7

Unrot. 9.3 13.9 7.3 9.3 23.2 7.1 7.3 9.2 13.4

(-1.4) (-0.8) (0.2) (1.0) (2.0) (0.8) (0.2) (-0.4) (-1.7)

Truss 1 Rot. 41.6 37.8 15.0 14.6 13.1 2.4 -0.9 -5.7 -14.8

Unrot. 39.5 37.3 15.3 14.5 13.9 3.1 -0.8 -6.2 -16.8

(0.9) (0.5) (-0.3) (0.2) (-0.8) (-0.7) (-0.1) (0.5) (2.0)

Load Distribution (%)
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conducted for each of two different load cases. These two analyses correspond to the

cases when rotated beams and transformed unrotated beams, respectively, are used as

beams 3 and 4, respectively.

The two load cases correspond to the case when vertical load is applied at beams 3

and 4, and the case when vertical load is applied at beams 1 and 2, respectively. The first

load case is used to examine the differences in bending moment and displacement, and the

second case is used to examine the difference in the load-sharing between the two models.

The analysis results are shown as follows, where M refers to bending moment, D

refers to displacement, R refers to the vertical reaction at the support, and the subscript

refers to the joint number. Bending moments are along the local 3-axis with units of

pounds.in. Displacements are along the global vertical z-axis with units of inches.

Reaction forces are along the global vertical axis with units of pounds. The numbers

shown in paretheses are differences between the results with rotated beam results divided

by the results with an unrotated beam.

Under a vertical uniform load of 100 pounds/in applied to beams 3 and 4:

before transformation (rotated):

M4 = 5108; M2 (for member 2) = 25500

D4 = 4.4869; D2 = 4.3228

after transformation (unrotated):

M4 = 7197 (41%); M2 (for member 2) = 25500 (0%)

D4 = 4.3233 (-3.6%); D4 = 4.3228 (0%)



24'

z

Global Axes

85.1'
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Figure CA A Model Used to Study the Transformation between a Rotated beam and the
Corresponding Unrotated Beam.

Under a vertical uniform load of 100 pounds./in. applied to beams 1 and 2 (here,

only beams 1 and 2 are loaded to study load sharing similar to the loading case used in the

load sharing study in chapter 4):

before transformation (rotated):

RI = 7447; R3 = 7447; Carried Load = 87.6%

R5= 1053; R7 = 1053; Carried Load = 12.4%



after transformation (unrotated):

R1 = 7392; R3 = 7392; Carried Load = 86.9% (-0.8%)

R5 = 1108; R7 = 1108; Carried Load = 13.1% (5.6%)

It seems that the differences in bending moments, deflections and load-sharing

before and after this transformation are small, especially for load-sharing. This example,

together with the load-sharing comparison study using SAP90, and load-sharing

comparisons for four nine-truss roof asemblies using the ETABS truss system model

(chapter 4) provide confidence in using this method.
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APPENDIX D DEFLECTION, AXIAL FORCE AND
BENDING MOMENT COMPARISONS FOR PARALLEL-

CHORD TRUSS SERIES 2 AM) 3 TESTED BY KING AND WHEAT (1987)

The comparisons between test results of joint deflections, axial forces, and

bending moments for parallel-chord truss series 2 and 3 (King and Wheat 1987), and

predicted results are shown in this appendix. Although additional deflections, axial

forces, and bending moments for other truss joints and members were recorded, the

comparisons are made for typical joints and members. The locations where these bending

moments are measured are given in the test report. In Table D.5 member number 25E

represents the location at about 1/4 of the length from the left end of web member 25,

member 25C represents the location at about 1/4 of the length from the right end of web

member 25 (King and Wheat 1987). Similarly for 17K and 17A shown in Table D.6. The

sign convention for axial forces is: positive for tension and negative for compression. The

sign convention for bending moments is: positive for lower fiber in tension and negative

for lower fiber in compression.

As can be observed from these tables, for trusses 2.1 and 2.3, most of the

predicted joint deflections are within 5% of the test results, while for truss 2.2, the

predicted deflections are not as close to the test deflections as were the predicted

deflections for trusses 2.1 and 2.3. The same configurations for trusses within the same

truss series were used for trusses 2.1 and 2.2, with the main difference for trusses in the

same series being the MOEs of the truss members. This comparison result indicates that
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Table D.1 Deflection Comparisons for Parallel-Chord Truss Series 2 Tested by King and
Wheat (1987)

Table D.2 Deflection Comparisons for Parallel-Chord Truss Series 3 Tested by King and
Wheat (1987)

Joint. #

_

Joint Deflection (inch)

I H G I F E

Truss 2.1

Test 0.122 0.200 0.215 0.161 0.065

Semi-Rigid Model 0.124 0.195 0.207 0.160 0.065

Model / Test 1.02 0.98 0.96 0.99 1.00

Truss 2.2

Test 0.139 0.230 0.256 0.193 0.082

Semi-Rigid Model 0.114 0.181 0.193 0.153 0.063

Model / Test 0.82 0.79 0.75 0.79 0.77

Truss 2.3

Test 0.102 0.164 0.177 0.138 0.060

Semi-rigid.Model 0.097 0.154 0.167 0.134 0.057

Model / Test 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.97 0.95

Joint #
Joint Deflection (inch)

J I H G F E
Truss 3.1

Test 0.081 0.133 0.146 0.136 0.125 0.078

Semi-Rigid Model 0.103 0.165 0.179 0.170 0.155 0.094

Model/Test 1.27 1.24 1.23 1.25 1.24 1.21

Truss 3.2

Test 0.086 0.137 0.152 0.134 0.123 0.074
Semi-Rigid Model 0.088 0.141 0.154 0.146 0.133 0.081

Model / Test 1.02 1.03 1.01 1.09 1.08 1.09

Truss 3.3

Test 0.064 0.108 0.114 0.105 0.096 0.060

Semi-Rigid Model 0.083 0.133 0.144 0.135 0.122 0.074

Model / Test 1.30 1.23 1.26 1.29 1.27 1.23



Table D.3 Axial Force Comparisons for Parallel-Chord Truss Series 2 Tested by King and
Wheat (1987)
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Table D.4 Axial Force Comparisons for Parallel-Chord Truss Series 3 Tested by King and
Wheat (1987)

_

Member #
Axial Force (ibs)

6 11 I 12 24 25

2.1

Test -717 925 130 -713 710
Semi-Rigid Model -528 1202 5 -825 614

Model/Test 0.74 1.30 0.04 1.16 0.86

2.2

Test -624 1014 -59 -670 630

Semi-Rigid Model -540 1161 3 -761 628

Model/Test 0.86 1.14 -0.05 -1.14 0.99

2.3

Test -625 974 -119 -734 716

Semi-Rigid Model -604 1263 7 -807 702

Model/Test 0.97 1.30 -0.06 1.10 0.98

Axial Force (lbs)
Member # 1 2 8 17 18

2.1

Test -111 -759 420 -520 415

Semi-Rigid Model -11 -1177 723 -891 586

Model/Test 0.10 2.56 1.72 1.71 1.41

2.2

Test -71 -881 234 -478 448
Semi-Rigid Model -11 -1176 722 -891 588

Model/Test 0.15 1.33 3.09 1.86 1.31

2.3

Test -143 -834 357 -681 372

Semi-Rigid Model -13 -1170 716 -879 588

Test/Model 0.09 1.40 2.01 1.29 1.58



Table D.5 Bending Moment Comparisons for Parallel-Chord Truss Series 2 Tested by
King and Wheat (1987)

Table D.6 Bending Moment Comparison for Parallel-Chord Truss Series 3 Tested by
King and Wheat (1987)
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Bending Moment (lbs.in)
Member # 6 11 12 24 125E 25C

Truss 2.1

Test -13 -165 196 -59 57 54

Semi-Rigid Model 266 267 21 36 -29 55

Model / Test -0.05 -1.62 0.11 -0.61 -0.51 1.02

Truss 2.2

Test -14 -104 195 -41 73 71

Semi-Rigid Model 251 163 -3 34 -28 54

Model/Test -17.93 -1.57 -0.15 -0.83 -0.38 0.76

Truss 2.3

Test 19 -91 157 -34 97 77

Semi-Rigid Model 1280 178 46 27 -22 55

Model/Test 14.74 -1.96 0.29 -0.79 -0.23 0.71

Member #
Bending Moment (lbs.in)

1 2 8 17K 17A 118

Truss 2.1

Test 174 -166 -2 88 -23 -70
Semi-Rigid Model -53 -166 -29 1 -22 17

Model/Test -0.30 1.00 12.5 0.01 0.96 0.24
Truss 2.2

Test 192 -197 -12 82 -51 -107
Semi-Rigid Model -41 -194 -27 -1 -18 15

Model/Test -0.21 0.98 2.25 -0.01 0.35 0.14
Truss 2.3

Test 96 -145 33 76 -56 -78
Semi-Rigid Model -13 -206 -28 3 -17 16

Model/Test 0.14 1.42 -0.85 0.04 0.30 -0.21
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the MOEs of the truss members may have an effect on joint stiffnesses, and therefore,

have an effect on deflections and member internal forces for trusses. The Foschi's

parameters used to derive the joint stiffnesses for these parallel-chord trusses are not

available and are taken from test parameters for MCPs used in Fink trusses (Wolfe and

McCarthy 1989). Even for these tests, only average Foschi's parameters are available,

no relationships between Fosichi's parameters and the MOEs of the wood members that

made up the joints are available from the reference. The same set of spring stiffnesses

used for different trusses with different MOE values may explain one reason why

consistent agreement between test and predicted results is not achieved for all tested

trusses. Similarly, a deflection comparison result for truss series 3 can also be observed.

As for axial forces and bending moments, no pattern between test and predicted

results was observed.



APPENDIX E SAMPLE INPUT PARAMETERS FOR TRUSS
AND TRUSS SYSTEM MODEL USED IN MODEL VERIFICATION

This appendix shows sample input parameters for the ETABS models of the

trusses and truss systems which are used in the model verification in chapter 4. This

includes the input parameters for the 3L1 Fink truss tested by Wolfe et al. (1986),

parallel-chord truss 1.1 tested by King and Wheat (1987), and 3:12 slope nine-truss roof

assembly with conventional construction tested by Wolfe and LaBissoniere (1991).

3L1 Fink Truss:

Truss Members: Member numbering is shown in Figure 3.1.

Table E.1 Moduli of Elasticity for Members of Truss 3L1 Tested by Wolfe et al. (1986)

Spring Stiffnesses: Spring stiffnesses at heel joints and bottom-chord-

tension-splice joint are listed in Table A.1 for the 3:12 slope

truss.

Parallel-Chord Truss 1.1

Truss Members:

Member numbering is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Member 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

MOE
(*106 lbs/in2) 0.97 1.31 1.33 1.23 1.37 1.26 1.09 1.21 1.23 1.09
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Note: some lower MOEs are exactly the same as from test report.

Table E.2 Moduli of Elasticity for Members of Parallel-Chord Truss 1.1 Tested by King

and Wheat (1987)

Spring Stiffnesses: Spring stiffnesses are given in Appendix A

3:12 Nine-Truss Roof Assembly with Conventional Construction

Member Modulus of Elasticity:

Truss numbering is shown in Figure 3.13 and member numbering is as

follows: member TC1 refers to the truss top chords on one side of the

Fink truss (members 1 and 2 in Figure 3.3); member TC2 refers to the

truss top chord on the other side (member 3 and 4 in Figure 3.3); WB1,

WB2, WB3, and WB4 are four web members (member 7, 8, 9, 10,

respectively, in Figure 3.3)

Member 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

MOE
(*106 lbs/in2)

1.77 1.85 1.91 1.91 1.97 1.78 1.70 1.50 1.93 1.44 1.65 1.85 1.76 0.57

Member 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

MOE
(*106 lbs/in2)

1.63 1.56 1.89 1.50 0.42 0.81 0.71 0.90 1.99 1.89 1.87
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(Unit: 10E6 lbs/in2. The MOEs for truss 9 are arbitrarily increased about five times to
account for the failed truss 9 sheathed with plywood in the truss assembly)

Table E.3 Modulus of Elasticity for 3:12 Slope Truss Assembly with Conventional
Construction Tested by Wolfe and LaBissoniere (1991)

Spring Stiffnesses: Same stiffnesses at heel joints and bottom-chord-tension-

splice joint as tested Fink trusses (Wolfe et al. 1986) are used,

and listed in Table A.1.

Dimensions of Sheathing Beam (similar to the dimension determination for

sheathing beam elements used in the 6:12 slope truss system model as shown in

Appendix C):

Sheathing beam 1 (Figure 3.14) has a cross sectional area of 64" x 15/32".

Sheathing beam 2 (Fifure 3.14) has a cross sectional area of 43" x 15/32",

Truss
Location

Member
TC1 TC2 BC1 BC2 WB1 WB2 WB3 WB4

Truss 1 2.53 1.78 2.00 1.88 1.72 1.70 1.28 1.85

Truss 2 2.05 1.77 1.53 2.84 1.62 2.17 1.98 2.56

Truss 3 2.23 1.84 1.87 1.66 1.72 1.50 1.28 1.28

Truss 4 1.56 2.20 1.67 1.72 1.62 1.68 2.08 2.03

Truss 5 1.62 1.88 1.19 1.52 1.68 2.38 1.26 1.50

Truss 6 1.45 1.31 1.45 1.53 2.56 2.00 2.03 1.98

Truss 7 2.09 2.55 2.05 1.55 1.85 2.50 2.22 1.26

Truss 8 1.66 2.13 1.30 1.92 1.68 2.38 1.26 2.53

Truss 9 2.50 1.62 1.78 2.22 1.85 1.62 1.96 2.03



where

64 = (1.5/4)* [(28*12/2)2 + (28*12/8)2] 112

43 = 64 /1.5

Modified Bending Stiffnesses Considering Partial Composite Action (shown in

Appendix B):

Moment of inertia for the top chord of end trusses (trusses 1 and 9,

shown in Figure 3.13)

= 6.06 in4. (5.36 in.4 for 2 by 4 inches truss top chord without the partial

composite action)

Moment of inertia for the top chord of interior trusses (trusses 2 to 8,

shown in Figure 3.13)

= 6.16 in4.
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APPENDIX F COMPARISONS OF WOOD
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR PROGRAM SSRT AND

ONE SAMPLE OUTPUT OF ROOF SYSTEM SIMULATION USING SSRT

The following are graphical comparisons between input probability distributions

and simulated frequency histograms for mechanical properties of wood members for

(E6 psi)

Input Target MOE Output Target MOE

Figure F.1 Comparison Between the Input Target Probability Distribution and the Output
Frequency Histogram for Modulus Elasticity (MOE) of Wood Used in
Simulated Trusses and Truss Systems.
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Output Target BS - Input Target BS

Figure F.2 Comparison Between the Input Target Probability Distribution and the
Output Frequency Histogram for Bending Strength (BS) of Wood Used in
Simulated Trusses and Truss Systems
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Figure F.3 Comparison Between the Input Target Probability Distribution and the
Output Frequency Histogram for Compressive Strength (CS) of Wood Used
in Simulated Trusses and Truss Systems
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Figure F.4 Comparison Between the Input Target Probability Distribution and the
Output Frequency Histogram of Tensile Strength (TS) for Wood Used in
Simulated Trusses and Truss Systems
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simulated trusses and truss systems in this project. The probability distributions of these

mechanical properties are introduced in section 3.3.2. Each histogram includes 1600 data

points.

The following is a sample output from the program SSRT for one simulation of a

3:12 slope, 28-foot-span, 2-foot-truss-spacing, nine-truss roof assembly. Both wood

and joint failure criteria are used in this simulation. For each truss inside of the assembly,

eight vectors are generated for the two top chord members, two bottom chord members

and four web members. Each vector includes modulus of elasticity (psi), bending

strength (psi), tensile strength (psi) and compressive strength (psi). For one truss

assembly, seventy-two vectors are generated (=8*9). For the property output,

mechanical properties of truss members are listed by columns with truss members in order

by row with the member numbering shown in Figure 3.5. For the output of the combined

stress index for trusses, the nine columns represent the nine trusses in order from truss 1

to truss 9 from left to right, and the fifteen rows represent the fifteen truss beam elements

which are checked for failure in each truss. Because six plywood sheathing beams cross

the truss top chord members, there are eight truss beam elements at the top chord that

may have different internal forces, together with four beam elements for the web members

and three beam elements for the bottom chord (as shown in Figure 5.1, overall 15 beam

elements (=8+4+3) are checked). Although fifteen beam elements are checked for failure

for each truss, only eight sets of mechanical ptoperties are assigned to each truss. For

beam element numbering shown in Figure F.5, truss beam elements 1, 2, 3, and 4 are

assigned with one set of properties, beam elements 5, 6, 7, and 8 are assigned with one



set of properties, four sets of properties are assigned to four web members, and three

sets for three bottom chord members. For the output of stress index for the joints, the

rows indicate trusses and the columns indicate joints.

SSRT Output: Strength Simulation for 3:12 Slope Roof Truss Assembly.

MOE, Bending Strength, Tension Strength and Compression Strength:

Truss 1:

1329173.625000 6633.780273 1970.249878 5794.265625
941213.687500 4361.949707 3008.138916 3933.979004
965052.937500 5268.729492 1487.515747 3870.403320
1376405.375000 6163.644531 2527.185547 5642.583496
1448662.750000 5552.235352 4080.572510 6031.645996
1283504.250000 8933.273438 3347.597900 3732.270996
1233183.625000 6633.527832 3729.973389 4721.511230
1322554.375000 6041.484863 5575.082520 4493.012207

Truss 2:

1024768.062500 4900.848633 1768.560913 4025.162109
1760737.375000 9224.881836 5837.194336 4684.044922
2053564.000000 8294.817383 6411.746094 5870.431641
1623225.875000 7715.784180 4718.148926 4790.812012
1220909.750000 6100.833984 2983.960449 4135.455566
1385012.625000 7847.792969 6228.387207 4707.852539
2074210.000000 12104.738281 6213.582031 5125.529785
1498370.875000 8658.517578 4371.516602 4833.057617

Truss 3:

2063861.250000 10903.390625 5126.319824 4909.403809
1022207.437500 4476.333008 2195.367676 4571.420410
1369560.000000 6597.915527 3183.668945 5015.730957
1615124.000000 4905.081055 3685.497803 6717.092285
1227031.500000 6659.566406 2395.885010 4778.445312
1289933.875000 8177.566406 2391.846436 4715.714844
1251822.750000 6262.693848 4633.806641 4171.950195
1277105.875000 5331.118164 2757.861328 4874.380371
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Truss 4:

1575219.750000 6695.595703 5517.389160 4276.068359
1963162.625000 8597.093750 6930.587891 5320.590332
1418236.375000 5177.918457 2806.391846 5715.607422
2397917.250000 8130.338379 6107.070801 5976.999023
994461.062500 4814.471680 2357.804932 4422.311035
1362748.750000 5849.130859 2301.171631 5557.530273
1247137.125000 6955.313965 2704.201416 4702.750000
1126982.375000 4913.352051 1907.597900 4755.689453

Truss 5:

1121356.875000 7490.551758 3183.082764 4455.680176
917965.187500 6487.520996 2316.753906 3202.234863
1498370.875000 7442.638672 4302.350586 4726.259766
1093647.250000 3975.354004 3586.283691 4525.449707
1355969.500000 5818.215820 2906.427002 5013.395996
1355969.500000 6924.171387 2652.598389 5104.351074
1251822.750000 5944.691895 3775.331787 4776.176270
1061298.750000 5589.298340 2468.628906 4123.813477

Truss 6:

1349222.500000 6255.731934 1987.427490 5125.787598
1421781.375000 6289.095215 3838.014893 4652.163574
1138318.125000 6275.852539 3145.056641 4005.806641
1425335.625000 6690.223633 5983.970215 4879.606934
1549816.125000 9751.666992 4969.131836 5123.928223
1077351.625000 3781.959229 1958.345947 5217.474609
1115759.375000 5216.432617 2880.321777 4594.947754
1599041.750000 10420.050781 2162.067627 5381.424805
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Truss 7:

1390204.125000 7195.018555 2740.023193 4685.180664
2148114.250000 7831.195312 5141.207031 5937.680176
1167157.125000 5683.092773 4564.137207 3578.988037
1583120.500000 8884.821289 4745.113770 4065.945068
1088188.250000 5450.867188 2285.230469 3474.072266
1461385.750000 7205.734863 6954.450684 4152.652832
1138318.000000 5725.368652 3344.564453 4019.361816
1468707.250000 9854.470703 4749.272949 4078.795898

Truss 8:

1505881.750000 9442.560547 3829.230469 4618.795410
1513430.750000 6799.716797 2759.553955 5973.351074
1329173.625000 9939.708008 3564.386963 4120.387695
2022978.375000 12000.280273 3682.278564 5344.587891
2148114.250000 8785.475586 3210.346436 7169.049316
989498.000000 7674.583496 2273.497314 3168.990479
1110189.750000 4881.209961 3593.694824 5393.270996
1019653.312500 7091.134277 1692.135498 4265.983398

Truss 9:

1732333.375000 8344.224609 2136.008301 7525.644531
1362748.750000 8092.243164 3092.557861 4531.210938
1014564.125000 4655.701660 4000.293701 4135.472656
1476066.500000 5278.196289 2458.377686 5811.688477
1302887.375000 5294.455078 2216.943359 5121.132812
1575219.750000 6832.457031 4803.417969 4971.343262
1173011.750000 4647.802246 4422.823730 3558.174072
1538231.375000 5862.723145 4048.772217 5048.221191

This is the 1st run in the first loop:
Wood Members Not Failed
Heel Joint or Bottom Chord Tension Splice Joint or Web Joint Failed (failed joint can be
identified through the output stress index, as shown below)

The failure load is 3452.100000 pounds
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The Stress Index of Heel Joints, and Bottom Splice Joint are:

This is the 1st run back from maximum in the second loop (as explained in section 3.5

Wood Members Not Failed
Heel Joint, Bottom Chord Tension Splice Joint and Web Joint Not Failed
The CSI of wood members are:
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Truss # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Beam Element 1 0.204 0.181 0.166 0.209 0.133 0.199 0.187 0.144 0.162
Beam Element 2 0.118 0.135 0.109 0.140 0.095 0.127 0.118 0.088 0.081
Beam Element 3 0.136 0.134 0.135 0.166 0.094 0.145 0.140 0.105 0.114
Beam Element 4 0.134 0.140 0.132 0.167 0.095 0.144 0.139 0.104 0.114
Beam Element 5 0.121 0.218 0.105 0.295 0.101 0.088 0.231 0.104 0.159
Beam Element 6 0.084 0.179 0.086 0.249 0.080 0.213 0.177 0.118 0.126
Beam Element 7 0.113 0.107 0.112 0.165 0.098 0.143 0.170 0.161 0.166
Beam Element 8 0.179 0.177 0.184 0.351 0.151 0.116 0.156 0.188 0.192
Beam Element 9 0.432 0.210 0.299 0.358 0.234 0.280 0.259 0.253 0.293
Beam Element 10 0.267 0.112 0.149 0.071 0.124 0.157 0.136 0.151 0.163
Beam Element 11 0.339 0.236 0.303 0.246 0.305 0.203 0.213 0.238 0.353
Beam Element 12 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000
Beam Element 13 0.028 0.025 0.064 0.049 0.051 0.059 0.017 0.057 0.026
Beam Element 14 0.037 0.017 0.025 0.073 0.016 0.044 0.048 0.033 0.028
Beam Element 15 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000

H.J.1 H.J.2 B.S.J.

Truss 1 1.033 0.899 0.440
Truss 2 0.829 1.026 0.680
Truss 3 1.217 0.862 0.339
Truss 4 0.957 1.396 0.000
Truss 5 0.859 0.649 0.531
Truss 6 1.057 0.939 0.410
Truss 7 0.972 1.068 0.666
Truss 8 1.007 1.036 0.759
Truss 9 0.990 0.974 0.408



The Stress Index of Heel Joints, and Bottom Splice Joint are:

Failure load at the end of this run is 3452#.

(AFTER SEVEN ITERATIONS )

This is the 8th run back from maximum in the second loop:
Wood Members Not Fail
Heel Joint, Bottom Chord Tension Splice Joint and Web Joint Not Failed
The CSI of wood members are:
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Truss # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Beam Element 1 0.280 0.252 0.227 0.286 0.185 0.274 0.258 0.199 0.222
Beam Element 2 0.162 0.184 0.152 0.192 0.130 0.174 0.161 0.122 0.111
Beam Element 3 0.182 0.182 0.181 0.223 0.128 0.193 0.188 0.141 0.153
Beam Element 4 0.178 0.189 0.178 0.224 0.127 0.192 0.186 0.140 0.153
Beam Element 5 0.163 0.291 0.142 0.394 0.136 0.119 0.310 0.138 0.212
Beam Element 6 0.114 0.242 0.118 0.333 0.110 0.286 0.238 0.158 0.169
Beam Element 7 0.154 0.149 0.153 0.226 0.136 0.197 0.233 0.219 0.226
Beam Element 8 0.248 0.243 0.254 0.470 0.216 0.161 0.212 0.255 0.267
Beam Element 9 0.519 0.253 0.357 0.428 0.280 0.333 0.306 0.306 0.342
Beam Element 10 0.305 0.137 0.173 0.075 0.144 0.175 0.151 0.174 0.174
Beam Element 11 0.409 0.282 0.362 0.297 0.356 0.240 0.254 0.290 0.424
Beam Element 12 0.000 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001
Beam Element 13 0.033 0.030 0.077 0.057 0.062 0.070 0.021 0.068 0.031
Beam Element 14 0.044 0.020 0.030 0.088 0.018 0.052 0.057 0.039 0.033
Beam Element 15 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.003 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001

H.J.1 H.J.2 B.S.J.

Truss 1 0.597 0.520 0.257
Truss 2 0.476 0.588 0.394
Truss 3 0.698 0.498 0.199
Truss 4 0.551 0.798 0.000
Truss 5 0.497 0.378 0.313
Truss 6 0.611 0.542 0.240
Truss 7 0.559 0.614 0.387
Truss 8 0.578 0.596 0.442
Truss 9 0.571 0.561 0.238



The Stress Index of Heel Joints, and Bottom Splice Joint are:

Failure load at the end of this run is 2515#.

Note: As explained in section 3.5, each time the recorded failure load converges to the
ultimate model-failure-load. As the number of run increases, the difference
between the recorded failure load and the ultimate model-failure-load will be
smaller and smaller.

s' Locations of' Sheathing Beams

Figure F.1 Truss Member Numbering for Strength Simulation
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H.J.1 H.J.2 B.S.J.

Truss 1 0.743 0.647 0.319
Truss 2 0.595 0.735 0.490
Truss 3 0.872 0.620 0.246
Truss 4 0.687 0.999 0.000
Truss 5 0.619 0.469 0.387
Truss 6 0.761 0.675 0.297
Truss 7 0.698 0.766 0.481
Truss 8 0.722 0.744 0.548
Truss 9 0.712 0.699 0.295



APPENDIX G INPUT AND OUTPUT FOR TRUSS
3L1 (WOLFE, ET AL. 1986) USING ETABS SEMI-RIGID MODEL

INPUT FILE

$ Control Data.
ETABS 6.0
TRUSS
TRUSS

$ Material Property Data

$ Column Property Data
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10 0.97E6 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 1.31E6 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 1.33E6 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
40 1.23E6 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50 1.37E6 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
60 1.26E6 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
70 1.09E6 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
80 1.21E6 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
90 1.23E6 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
100 1.09E6 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ii 0 2.90E7 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 USER 11 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
100000 0 0 0 1E+17 0 0 0 0

2 USER 11 0 0,0 0 111
100000 0 0 0 1E-17 0 0 0 0

$ Beam Property Data

0 0

0 0

0

0

1 USER 1 0 0 0 0 0 111
5.25 4.375 0 0 5.35940 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 USER 2 0 0 0 0 0 111
5.25 4.375 00 5.3594 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 USER 3 0 0 0 0 0 111
5.25 4.375 00 5.3594 00 00 00 0

3 1 1 1 0 1 0 11 2 7 0 4 0 3 0 0 1 0 4 0 4
386.4 0.0001 0 1
$ Story Data
3rd 21.652 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2nd 21.652 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1st 5 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 USER 4 0 0 0
5.25 4.375 00

0 0 111
5.3594 000 0 0 00

5 USER 5 0 0 0 0 0 111
5.25 4.375 00 5.3594 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 USER 6 0 0 0 0 0 111
5.25 4.375 0 0 5.3594 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 USER 11 0 0 0
5.25 4.375 0 0 5.3594 $rigid link



$ Brace Property Data
1 USER 7 0 0 0 0 111
5.25 4.375 0 0 5.3594 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 USER 8 0 0 0 0 111
5.25 4.375 0 0 5.3594 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 USER 9 00 0 0 111
5.25 4.375 0 0 5.3594 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 USER 10 0 0 0 0 111
5.25 4.375 0 0 5.3594 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

$ Spring Property Data
1 LINEAR
0.4269E6 2.5168E6 0 0 0 2.3234E6 $bottom splice
2 LINEAR
0.6098E6 3.5955E6 0 0 0 6.6017E6 $heel along bottom for 3:12

3 LINEAR
0.6317E6 2.5971E6 000 5.9930E6 $heel along top for 3:12

$ Frame Heading and Control Data
Thirteen bay truss in x-z plane
1 19 13 0 0 1 0 1 4 0 6 0

$ Layout Column Lines
1000
2000
3_7.2338 0 0,
4 7.2338+1.389 0 0
5 7.2338+1.389 0 0
6 86.6077 0 0
7 121.7154 0 0
8 173.2154 0 0
9 198.9664-1.75 0 0
10 198.9664-1.75 0 0
11198.9664+1.75 0 0
12 198.9664+1.75 0 0
13 224.7154 0 0
14 259.8231 0 0
15 339.6743-1.389 0 0
16 339.6743-1.389 0 0
17 339.6743 0 0
18 346.9081 00
19 346.9081 00

$ Layout Beam Bays
1161
2681
3 8 14-1
4 14 19-1
523
634
757
879
9 10 11
10 12 13
11 13 15
12 16 17
13 17 18

$Beam Load Pattern Data
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104.31260000000
$ Joint Assignment Data
11903rd 1st 00

$ Column Assignment Data
3301st 1st I 22
171701st 1st 233

$ Beam Assignment Data
1102nd2nd10000
2203rd3rd22200
3303rd3rd31100
4402nd2nd40000
550 1st 1st 70000 $5 and6 is rigid link
660 1st 1st 70000
770 1st 1st 50000
880 1st 1st 50000
9901st 1st 70000 $9 is rigid link
101001st lst60000
111101st Ist60000
121201st 1st 70000 $12 and13 is rigid link
131301stlst70000

$ Brace Assignment Data
12nd2nd761331
23rd3rd782332
33rd3rd 1383332
42nd2nd 13144331

$ Link assignment
llst 1st 213000
21st Ist452000
31st 1st 9101000
41st 1st 11121000
51st 1st 15162000
61st 1st 18193000

$ Beam Load Assignment Data
1102nd2nd 100
2203rd3rd 100
3303rd3rd 100
4402nd2nd 100

$ Frame Location Data
1000/Thirteen

$ Load Case Data
1010000000
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OUTPUT FILE - DISPLACEMENTS

DISPLACEMENTS AT LEVEL 2ND IN FRAME /THIRTEEN

COL OUTPUT LOCAL LOCAL LOCAL LOCAL LOCAL LOCAL

ID ID X-TRAN Y-TRAN Z-TRAN XX-ROTN YY-ROTN ZZ-ROTN
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DISPLACEMENTS AT LEVEL 1ST

COL OUTPUT LOCAL LOCAL
ID ID X-TRAN Y-TRAN

IN FRAME /THIRTEEN

LOCAL LOCAL
Z-TRAN XX-ROTN

LOCAL
YY-ROTN

LOCAL
ZZ-ROTN

1 CASE 1 -0.00094 0.00000 -0.01763 0.00000 -0.00156 0.00000

2 CASE 1 -0.00010 0.00000 -0.01644 0.00000 -0.00221 0.00000

3 CASE 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00226 0.00000

4 CASE 1 0.00002 0.00000 0.00314 0.00000 -0.00225 0.00000

5 CASE 1 0.00063 0.00000 0.00310 0.00000 -0.00202 0.00000

7 CASE 1 0.03487 0.00000 -0.50069 0.00000 0.00441 0.00000

9 CASE 1 0.04958 0.00000 -0.53278 0.00000 -0.00198 0.00000

10 CASE 1 0.05014 0.00000 -0.53278 0.00000 -0.00223 0.00000

11 CASE 1 0.05017 0.00000 -0.52495 0.00000 -0.00225 0.00000

12 CASE 1 0.05073 0.00000 -0.52494 0.00000 -0.00249 0.00000

13 CASE 1 0.05581 0.00000 -0.52297 0.00000 -0.00448 0.00000

15 CASE 1 0.09339 0.00000 0.00282 0.00000 0.00185 0.00000

16 CASE 1 0.09400 0.00000 0.00285 0.00000 0.00204 0.00000

17 CASE 1 0.09402 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00206 0.00000

18 CASE 1 0.09413 0.00000 -0.01489 0.00000 0.00199 0.00000

19 CASE 1 0.09497 0.00000 -0.01608 0.00000 0.00130 0.00000

6 CASE 1 0.05818 0.00000 -0.41665 0.00000 0.00685 0.00000

14 CASE 1 0.03015 0.00000 -0.40693 0.00000 -0.00673 0.00000



OUTPUT FILE - MEMBER INTERNAL FORCES

BEAM FORCES AT LEVEL 3RD IN FRAME /THIRTEEN

BRACE FORCES AT LEVEL 3RD IN FRAME /THIRTEEN

BOTTOM 0.00 0.00

END-J -4138.70 204.29 0.00

BRACE FORCES AT LEVEL 2ND IN FRAME /THIRTEEN
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BEAM FORCES AT LEVEL 2ND IN FRAME /THIRTEEN

BAY OUTPUT OUTPUT MAJOR MAJOR MINOR MINOR AXIAL TORSIONAL
ID ID POINT MOMENT SHEAR MOMENT SHEAR FORCE MOMENT
1 CASE 1 END-I -3911.92 -201.18 0.00 0.00 -2248.74 0.00

1/4-PT -464.00 -107.80 0.00
1/2-PT 899.92 -14.42 0.00
3/4-PT 179.85 78.95 0.00
END-J -2624.22 172.33 0.00

4 CASE 1 END-I -2657.14 -171.27 0.00 0.00 -2259.54 0.00

BAY OUTPUT OUTPUT MAJOR MAJOR MINOR MINOR AXIAL TORSIONAL

TD ID POINT MOMENT SHEAR MOMENT SHEAR FORCE MOMENT
2 CASE 1 END-I -2624.22 -216.15 0.00 0.00 -1764.60 0.00

1/4-PT 1157.83 -122.77 0.00
1/2-PT 2855.88 -29.40 0.00
3/4-PT 2469.94 63.98 0.00
END-J 0.00 157.36 0.00

3 CASE 1 END-I 0.00 -156.99 0.00 0.00 -1773.07 0.00

BRC OUTPUT OUTPUT MAJOR MAJOR MINOR MINOR AXIAL TORSIONAL
ID ID POINT MOMENT SHEAR MOMENT SHEAR FORCE MOMENT
2 CASE 1 TOP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 411.17 0.00

BOTTOM 0.00 0.00

3 CASE 1 TOP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 421.78 0.00

1/4-PT 2461.71 -63.61 0.00
1/2-PT 2839.42 29.76 0.00
3/4-PT 1133.14 123.14 0.00
END-J -2657.14 216.52 0.00

1/4-PT 131.99 -77.38 0.00
1/2-PT 814.78 16.51 0.00
3/4-PT -608.79 110.40 0.00



BOTTOM 0.00 0.00

COLUMN FORCES AT LEVEL 1ST IN FRAME /THIRTEEN

COL OUTPUT OUTPUT MAJOR MAJOR MINOR MINOR AXIAL TORSIONAL

ID ID POINT MOMENT SHEAR MOMENT SHEAR FORCE MOMENT
3 CASE 1 TOP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -771.05 0.00

BOTTOM 0.00 0.00

17 CASE 1 TOP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -770.95 0.00
BOTTOM 0.00 0.00
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8 CASE 1 END-I 665.43
1/4-PT 643.49 1.16
1/2-PT 621.55 1.16
3/4-PT 599.61 1.16
END-J 577.66 1.16

9 CASE 1 END-I 577.66

1.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.16

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1401.40

1401.40

0.00

0.00

BEAM FORCES AT LEVEL 1ST IN FRAME /THIRTEEN

BAY OUTPUT OUTPUT MAJOR MAJOR MINOR MINOR AXIAL TORSIONAL
ID ID POINT MOMENT SHEAR MOMENT SHEAR FORCE MOMENT
5 CASE 1 END-I 3911.92 751.89 0.00 0.00 2178.10 0.00

1/4-PT 2552.16 751.89 0.00
1/2-PT 1192.39 751.89 0.00
3/4-PT -167.37 751.89 0.00
END-J -1527.13 751.89 0.00

6 CASE 1 END-I -1527.13 -19.15 0.00 0.00 2178.10 0.00
1/4-PT -1520.48 -19.15 0.00
1/2-PT -1513.83 -19.15 0.00
3/4-PT -1507.18 -19.15 0.00
END-J -1500.53 -19.15 0.00

7 CASE 1 END-I -1500.53 -19.15 0.00 0.00 2178.10 0.00

BRC OUTPUT OUTPUT MAJOR MAJOR MINOR MINOR AXIAL TORSIONAL

ID ID POINT MOMENT SHEAR MOMENT SHEAR FORCE MOMENT
1 CASE 1 TOP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -542.80 0.00

BOTTOM 0.00 0.00

4 CASE 1 TOP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -545.83 0.00

1/4-PT 576.65 1.16 0.00
1/2-PT 575.63 1.16 0.00
3/4-PT 574.61 1.16 0.00
END-J 573.60 1.16 0.00

1/4-PT -959.04 -19.15 0.00
1/2-PT -417.55 -19.15 0.00
3/4-PT 123.94 -19.15 0.00
END-J 665.43 -19.15 0.00



BEAM FORCES AT LEVEL 1ST IN FRAME /THIRTEEN

BAY OUTPUT OUTPUT MAJOR MAJOR MINOR MINOR AXIAL TORSIONAL

ID ID POINT MOMENT SHEAR MOMENT SHEAR FORCE MOMENT
11 CASE 1 END-I 545.70 16.24 0.00 0.00 2188.80 0.00

END-J -1298.19 16.24 0.00

BOTTOM -4138.70 0.00
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LINK FORCES AT LEVEL 1ST IN FRAME /THIRTEEN

LNK OUTPUT OUTPUT MAJOR MAJOR MINOR MINOR AXIAL TORSIONAL

ID ID POINT MOMENT SHEAR MOMENT SHEAR FORCE MOMENT
1 CASE 1 TOP 3911.92 -2178.10 0.00 0.00 -751.89 0.00

BOTTOM 3911.92 0.00

2 CASE 1 TOP 1500.53 2178.10 0.00 0.00 -19.15 0.00
BOTTOM 1500.53 0.00

3 CASE 1 TOP -577.66 1401.40 0.00 0.00 1.16 0.00
BOTTOM -577.66 0.00

4 CASE 1 TOP -573.60 1401.40 0.00 0.00 1.16 0.00

10 CASE 1 END-I 573.60 1.16 0.00 0.00 1401.40 0.00

1/4-PT 566.62 1.16 0.00
1/2-PT 559.65 1.16 0.00
3/4-PT 552.67 1.16 0.00
END-J 545.70 1.16 0.00

13 CASE 1 END-I -1320.74 -754.71 0.00 0.00 2188.80 0.00
1/4-PT 44.12 -754.71 0.00
1/2-PT 1408.98 -754.71 0.00
3/4-PT 2773.84 -754.71 0.00
END-J 4138.70 -754.71 0.00

1/4-PT 84.73 16.24 0.00
1/2-PT -376.25 16.24 0.00
3/4-PT -837.22 16.24 0.00

BOTTOM -573.60 0.00

5 CASE 1 TOP 1298.19 2188.80 0.00 0.00 16.24 0.00
BOTTOM 1298.19 0.00

6 CASE 1 TOP -4138.70 2188.80 0.00 0.00 -754.71 0.00

12 CASE 1 END-I -1298.19 16.24 0.00 0.00 2188.80 0.00

1/4-PT -1303.83 16.24 0.00
1/2-PT -1309.47 16.24 0.00
3/4-PT -1315.10 16.24 0.00
END-J -1320.74 16.24 0.00




